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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 
Jurisdiction in this matter is conferred upon this 
Court pursuant to UTAH CONST. Art. VIII §§ 3, 5 (1989 Supp.); 
UTAH CODE ANN. §78-2-2(3) (j) (1989 Supp.); Rules 3, 4 and 4A of 
the Rules of the Utah Supreme Court; UTAH CODE ANN. §78-2a-3(j) 
(1989 Supp.); and Rule 4A of the Rules of the Utah Court of 
Appeals. This is an appeal from a final Judgment of the Third 
Judicial District Court of Salt Lake County, Utah ("Lower 
Court"), the Honorable Frank G. Noel presiding. The final 
Judgment was entered on March 6, 1989. After defendant Gem State 
Mutual of Utah ("Gem") moved for an extension of time to appeal 
based upon clerical error, the Lower Court entered a Minute Entry 
on May 25, 1989 extending Gem's time to appeal. Gem filed its 
Notice of Appeal on June 1, 1989, and filed its Supersedeas Bond 
on June 21, 1989. 
- viii -
STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW ON APPEAL 
1. Is the Lower Court's Conclusion of Law that Gem 
breached its insurance contract with plaintiff by failing to pay 
health insurance benefits to plaintiff for medical expenses 
incurred between February 16, 1986 and August 31, 1986 error? 
2. Is the Lower Court's Finding of Fact that Gem 
failed to adequately and reasonably investigate, and properly 
process and pay, plaintiff's claims for medical expenses incurred 
between February 16, 1986 and August 31, 1986 clearly erroneous? 
3. Is the Lower Court's Conclusi oi I of 1 .aw that Gem 
breached its implied contractual covenant of good faith and fair 
dealing with plaintiff error? 
4. Notwithstanding the Lower Court's Finding of Fact 
that Gem's cancellation of plaintiff's insurance coverage 
contributed to a relapse, can Gem be liable for any consequential 
damages if that cancellation was not an express or implied breach 
of contract? 
5. Was the Lower Court's ruling denying the 
admissibility of Gem's newly-discovered evidence error? 
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6. Is the Lower Court's Finding of Fact that 
plaintiff suffered consequential damages (not including 
attorney's fees) in the amount of $8,500.00 clearly erroneous? 
7. Is the Lower Court's Conclusion of Law that 
plaintiff is entitled to costs in the amount of $1,880.80 error? 
8. If plaintiff's Judgment against Gem is reversed on 
appeal, is Gem entitled to an award of attorney's fees pursuant 
to its Counterclaim against plaintiff, as well as its attorney's 
fees on appeal? 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Nature of the Case 
Plaintiff/Respondent Ronald M. Horton ("plaintiff") 
brought an action in the Lower Court against Gem on March 25, 
1987, claiming breach of an individual health insurance policy, 
breach of an implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing 
implicit in that insurance policy, intentional infliction of 
emotional distress, and punitive damages. Gem Counterclaimed for 
offset, unjust enrichment, and attorney's fees pursuant to UTAH 
CODE ANN. §78-27-56 (1988 Supp.) 
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Course Of Proceedings 
Subsequent to discovery, Gem moved for Summary 
Judgment. Its Motion was granted in part and denied in part by 
the Lower Court. Plaintiff's claims of intentional infliction of 
emotional distress and punitive damages were dismissed. 
Plaintiff's remaining claims of breach of insurance policy and 
breach of implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, as 
well as Gem's Counterclaims, were set for bench trial. 
Disposition In The Lower Court 
After a three-day trial to the bench on December 6, 7, 
and 12, 1988 and skirmishes between the parties over proposed 
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Judgment, the Lower 
Court entered its Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and 
Judgment on March 6, 1989 on behalf of plaintiff and against Gem. 
Unfortunately, and due apparently to inadvertence in the Third 
District Court's Court Clerk's Office, the Lower Court failed to 
send a copy of its Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and 
Judgment to the parties after entering them on March 6, 1989. 
Plaintiff's counsel first learned of the entry of Judgment on or 
about April 21, 1989, when he called the Third District Court 
Clerk's Office to find out if the Court had ruled. Accordingly, 
• 3 -
Gem moved for an Order extending time to appeal. Plaintiff 
opposed that Motion, the matter was briefed, and without argument 
the Lower Court granted Gem's Motion on May 25, 1989. Gem filed 
its Notice of Appeal on June 1, 1989, and its Supersedeas Bond on 
June 21, 1989. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS1 
1. Plaintiff became employed by Peter Paul Prier, 
Inc. dba Violin Making School of America ("Prier") in September, 
1984. Finding 2. 
2. On October 22, 1984, Prier executed a Trust 
Subscription Agreement and Application for Group Insurance — 
Flex-Med Plan. Under this Agreement, Prier applied for group 
health and life insurance from Gem, through the Inter-Mountain 
Employers Trust, a multi-employer trust. Finding 3; R. at 318; 
Exh. 8. 
The following abbreviations are used throughout: The 
Record on Appeal, as paginated by the Third District 
Court Clerk, is designated "R"; the Findings of Fact 
and Conclusions of Law, entered by the Lower Court on 
March 6, 1989, are designated "Findings" or 
"Conclusions"; the trial exhibits are designated as 
"Exh. ;" Transcript pages will be cited as "Transcript 
at ." 
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3. Prier was accepted for coverage by Gem. The 
effective date of Prier's insurance coverage under Policy No. 
CS1673 was November 1, 1984. Finding 3; Exh 3 6 
4. On March 31, 1986, the University of Utah Pain 
Clinic submitted medical bills to Gem for medical and hospital 
services obtained by plaintiff on or after February 18, 1986. 
Finding 4. In response to receiving those claims, Gem sought 
medical records supporting them. Transcript at 374 
5. Gem obtained an Initial Evaluation Report from 
Drs. Bryan L. Robinson and Bradford D. Hare of the IJnivers:ty of 
Utah Pain Treatment Center. Within this medical report, the 
doctors noted that during their interview with plaintiff on 
December 30, 1985, plaintiff told them that he had been working 
part-time as a violin instructor until approximately six months 
prior, or July, 1985, and that plaintiff had not been employed 
since that time. Tianscripl .ill I'M <L I'KII 1 i1 (see Addendum 
1 ). 
6. Gem also obtained a report written by Rose Ann 
Milano, M.S., P.T., who separately examined and eval uated 
plaintiff on December 30, 1985. Ms. Milano noted that plaintiff 
told her that for the preceding six to eight months (or from 
approximately May - July, 1985 through the en«i of December, 
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1985), plaintiff taught violin through "one of the schools in 
here town on a part to three-quarter time basis". Transcript at 
393, 422; Exh. 18 (see Addendum 2). 
7. Based upon the conflicting information within 
these medical reports, and the question it raised regarding 
plaintiff's employment with Prier (and eligibility for group 
insurance coverage), Gem determined that it needed more 
information regarding plaintiff's employment status before it 
could process his claims received by Gem on March 31, 1986. 
Transcript at 422. 
8. On May 12, 1986, Gem by letter requested 
plaintiff's payroll records from Prier. Exh. 19; Finding 7. The 
only response Gem received to this request was a one-sentence 
letter dated May 14, 1986 from Prier noting that plaintiff 
received a salary of $850 per month from October 1, 1985 through 
the date of the letter. Exh. 21; Finding 8. 
9. In response to Prier's letter, on May 23, Gem 
wrote plaintiff and requested a release from him regarding his 
employment records in Prier's possession. Exh. 20. After 
plaintiff failed to respond, Gem sent a subsequent request. 
Transcript at 337; Exh. 20. Plaintiff sent an executed release 
to Gem on July 7, 1986. Exh. 22. Gem then hired an independent 
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investigator, Equifax Services, to obtain rl *;.t.,:. s payrt... 
lecords from rri* /at*serif 
10. * . -efused 
*- ; rovidc trier- w]t:. ara record* ,c- M I .:.«. a 
letter dit<-*J J7*.1 \Q£( which stated that plaintiff hid been 
employeu :: •
 t * t 
plaintiff worked approximately /*- i - i ^ i.s . et week. Findin • Q* 
requested Prier f ; * 'v i do payro.i teccrai., cancelled checks, ^r 
Mier or-r-^i-o ---;air~o +->^- wnjld support p l a i n t i f f s c , iir. 
v. . <_: ployr^ent •._,.-.::- ^. 
Findinj . ' • t r : .rther noted tnat . t the\ <^ii not 
rnr(_ • , . ,-r - - ~ . -.rr,..+ wic- -Hey v ^ . i ie ' orced 
r
 J 1 1 J(il-C j/J . W ..^ . . S- t ^ V. ~ ~J t. " J . 
•' t r i al t hot Prier showed this letter t o p > ^ I n t 1 1 : snor t • r ' * er 
Service Manaqei , *~). September - , l c^ ir agree t - delay 
*-. --->- <-< v*, ,?;-r ^ l a i ^ + i f f rniu he 
v o ^  i d g e t t:. tj (i si J ^  t j ^  *. w . . , 1 . : i:. a t i ^. : - , J 
Although Gem agreed to wait" only until September '! 7, 1986, Gem 
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waited longer, receiving no response from either plaintiff or 
Prier by September 29, 1986. Transcript at 339-40,.344; Exh. 5. 
13. By letter dated September 29, 1986 Gem notified 
Prier that Gem rescinded plaintiff's coverage back to July 1, 
1985. Exh. 12; Finding 12. By letter dated October 2, 1986 
Prier cancelled its Group Health and Life Insurance Policy No. 
CS1673 (Exh. 26); because Prier had not paid its September 
premium, its coverage ended on August 31, 1986. Thus plaintiff's 
benefits, if he could prove eligibility for coverage due to 
employment, could only run through August 31, 1986. R. at 380-
81. 
14. From the date of Gem's cancellation of plaintiff's 
insurance coverage until December 21, 1987, neither plaintiff, 
plaintiff's employer, nor plaintiff's counsel provided evidence 
of any kind verifying plaintiff's employment status to Gem, 
notwithstanding Gem's repeated requests for the same, and Gem's 
stated willingness to reinstate plaintiff's insurance coverage 
through August 31, 198 6 upon receipt of such evidence. R. at 
366. 
15. By letter dated December 21, 1987, plaintiff's 
counsel indicated that some documents had been located regarding 
plaintiff's employment status at Prier. Included among these 
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documents were plaintiff's W-2 Forms for the years 1984 through 
1986. Plaintiff admitted at trial that he received W-2 Forms 
from Prier each year. Transcript at 99-100; R. at 366-67; Exh. 
7. 
16. On February 2, 1988, Gem served Prier with a 
Subpoena Duces Tecum and Notice of Records Deposition for the 
purpose of obtaining evidence of plaintiff's employment that 
plaintiff, Prier, and plaintiff's counsel had refused to provide 
to Gem to that date. R. at 55-58. 
17. In response to the Subpoena Duces Tecum, Prier 
provided to Gem on February 10, 1988 copies of check stubs and 
cancelled checks from January 1985 through May 1987 reflecting 
wages payments to plaintiff. Prier also provided a May 30, 1987 
letter from Prier to plaintiff indicating that plaintiff's 
employment was being terminated. Exh. 31. 
18. Plaintiff's medical claims for 1985 and 1986 
(through August 31, 1986) totaled $13,633.60. Of that total, 
after the subtraction of deductibles and the adjudication of 
claims pursuant to plaintiff's policy benefit schedule, plaintiff 
was entitled to $8,254.80 for his 1985 and 1986 (through August 
31) medical claims. Finding 3. 
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ARGUMENT SUMMARY 
When a party challenges a Lower Court's Findings of 
Fact, the party must show that the Lower Court's Findings are so 
lacking in support as to be against the clear weight of the 
evidence, or clearly erroneous. If the Findings are not 
sufficiently detailed and do not include enough subsidiary facts 
to disclose the steps by which the ultimate conclusion on each 
factual issue was reached, the Findings will be set aside. On 
the other hand, when a party challenges a Lower Court's 
Conclusions of Law, an Appellate Court accords no particular 
deference to those Conclusions of Law, but rather reviews them 
under a legal correctness standard. 
Gem submits that the Lower Court's Conclusion that they 
breached their insurance contract with the plaintiff is error. 
Under the express terms of their insurance policy with the 
plaintiff, and under prevailing case law, Gem was entitled to 
investigate plaintiff's employment status if a reasonable 
question as to plaintiff's employment status arose. Such a 
question was raised by plaintiff's own medical records, in which 
he told one of his health care providers that he was unemployed 
from July 1985 through January 1986. Gem sets forth, step by 
- 10 -
step and based upon the record, Gem's thorough and prompt 
investigation of plaintiff's employment status, including how 
plaintiff and his employer delayed Gem's investigation at various 
points. Gem gave the plaintiff extension after extension in 
order to allow him to provide Gem with evidence of his employment 
status, but with no response. Finally, Gem rescinded plaintiff's 
insurance coverage back to July 1, 1985. There is no evidence in 
the record that Gem breached their insurance policy with the 
plaintiff. 
The Lower Court found that Gem did not act reasonably 
to adequately investigate and promptly process and pay 
plaintiff's claims, and concluded that such failure was a breach 
of Gem's implied contractual covenant of good faith and fair 
dealing. The Lower Court's Finding is clearly erroneous and its 
Conclusion is error. Under prevailing case law in Utah and 
surrounding jurisdictions, Gem is obligated to make a diligent 
investigation of the facts to see if plaintiff's claims were 
valid, fairly evaluate the claims, and take prompt and reasonable 
action thereafter in either rejecting or paying the claims. 
Cases cited by Gem reflect fact situations where the insurance 
company was dilatory and far less prompt and reasonable than Gem 
in the instant action, and yet those insurance companies were 
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found not to have breached the implied contractual covenant of 
good faith and fair dealing. Under Utah case law, plaintiff's 
claim for breach of implied contractual covenant of good faith 
and fair dealing should be dismissed based solely on the fact 
that Gem had a reasonable question as to plaintiff's eligibility 
for coverage. Notwithstanding that, however, Gem has fulfilled 
all of its implied contractual obligations under the case law of 
Utah and surrounding jurisdictions. The Lower Court's Conclusion 
that Gem breached its implied contractual covenant is error and 
should be stricken. 
The consequential damages to which the Lower Court 
concluded plaintiff was entitled are error. Plaintiff failed to 
mitigate his damages by failing to provide information for which 
Gem consistently and continually asked, notwithstanding Gem 
extending deadlines time after time for plaintiff to provide that 
information. Furthermore, the Lower Court awarded $5,000 in 
"other consequential damages" based upon a speculative and 
inadequate record of such damages. 
The Lower Court's award of $1,880.80 in taxable costs 
is error and is not supported by Utah statutory and case law, nor 
by the record. The plaintiff is only entitled to $84.80 in 
taxable costs. 
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The Lower Court dismissed Gem's Counterclaim for 
attorney's fees. The record is clear that plaintiff's lawsuit 
was without merit and not brought in good faith. Accordingly, 
Gem's Counterclaim for attorney's fees should be granted, as well 
as Gem's request in this brief for damages for bringing this 
appeal pursuant to Rule 33(a) of Rules of the Utah Court of 
Appeals. 
Gem prays that this Court will reverse the Lower 
Court's Conclusions that Gem breached the express provisions of 
their insurance contract with plaintiff and that Gem breached its 
implied contractual covenant of good faith and fair dealing with 
plaintiff, and find that plaintiff's lawsuit is without merit and 
was brought in bad faith, entitling Gem to its attorney's fees 
incurred in defending against the lawsuit and in bringing this 
appeal. 
ARGUMENT 
I. STANDARD OF REVIEW 
A. When The Lower Court7s Findings of Fact Are Challenged. 
The starting point for a challenge to the Lower Court's 
Findings of Fact is Rule 52(a) of the Utah Rules of Civil 
Procedure. That Rule says, in pertinent part: 
In all actions tried upon the facts without a 
jury . . ., the Court shall find the facts 
specially and state separately its 
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conclusions of law thereon . . . Findings of 
Fact, whether based on oral or documentary 
evidence, shall not be set aside unless 
clearly erroneous, and due regard shall be 
given to the opportunity of the Trial Court 
to judge the credibility of the witnesses. 
In order to challenge the Lower Court's Findings of 
Fact, Gem "must marshall the evidence in support of the Findings 
and then demonstrate that despite this evidence, the Trial 
Court's Findings are so lacking in support as to be 'against the 
clear weight of the evidence,' thus making them 'clearly 
erroneous'." Mountain States Broadcasting Company v. Neale, 776 
P.2d 643, 646 (Utah App. 1989) (citing In Re Bartell, 776 P.2d 
885, 886 (Utah 1989)). An Appellate Court will not set aside a 
Lower Court's Findings of Fact unless it definitely concludes 
that a mistake has been made. Brixen and Christopher, Architects 
v. Elton, 777 P.2d 1039, 1042 (Utah App. 1989). While the burden 
of proof is somewhat less onerous when the appeal is from a 
Judge's Findings (as in this appeal), rather than a jury's 
Findings, the mode of presentation and demonstration required of 
Gem is the same. In re Bartell. 776 P.2d 885, 886 (Utah 1989). 
Gem can successfully challenge the Lower Court's 
Findings of Fact if they show that the Lower Court's Judgment 
does not follow "logically from, and is [not] supported by, the 
evidence." Acton v. Deliran, 737 P.2d 996, 999 (Utah 1987) 
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(citing Smith v. Smith, 726 P.2d 423, 426 (Utah 1986). If the 
Findings are not sufficiently detailed and do not include enough 
"subsidiary facts to disclose the steps by which th£ ultimate 
conclusion on each factual issue was reached," Gem's challenge 
will be successful. Id. (citing Rocker v. Dalton, 598 P.2d 1336 
(Utah 197 9). The failure of the Lower Court to enter adequate 
Findings of Fact on material issues may be reversible error. 
Reid v. Mutual of Omaha Insurance Company, 776 P.2d 896, 899 
(Utah 1989). 
B. When The Lower Court,s Conclusions Of Law Are 
Challenged. 
The Lower Court's Conclusions of Law are accorded no 
particular deference on appeal, but are reviewed under a 
correctness standard. Cottam v. Heppner, 777 P.2d 468, 471 (Utah 
1989) . Where the Lower Court makes a Finding of Fact supported 
by evidence in the record, but makes an incorrect Conclusion of 
Law therefrom, the Appellate Court can vacate that Conclusion of 
Law. I.F.G. Leasing Company v. Gordon, 776 P.2d 607, 613 (Utah 
1989) . Gem will provide case law showing that even given the 
Lower Court's Findings of Fact, its Conclusions of Law that Gem 
breached its insurance policy and its implied covenant of good 
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faith and fair dealing with plaintiff were incorrect and contrary 
to the prevailing legal standard. 
II. THE LOWER COURTIS CONCLUSION OF BREACH OF INSURANCE CONTRACT 
A. Introduction. 
The Lower Court concluded that Gem breached its 
insurance contract with plaintiff because Gem failed to pay 
plaintiff's medical claims between February 18 and August 31, 
1986. Conclusion 3. Plaintiff argued at trial that (1) Gem had 
no right under its group insurance policy with Prier to stop 
processing and paying plaintiff's medical claims, even though it 
had a reasonable question about plaintiff's employment status, 
and thus his eligibility for coverage, and (2) although Gem was 
entitled to investigate plaintiff's employment status, it should 
have accepted as sufficient evidence his employer's brief letter 
representation that plaintiff was employed, and paid plaintiff's 
medical expenses in the normal course. The Lower Court's 
Conclusion 3 is error. 
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B. Gem Was Entitled To Investigate Plaintiff7s Employment 
Status, And Withhold Any Insurance Benefits Until The 
Question Was Resolved. 
Gem was entitled under the insurance policy and as a 
mater of law to investigate plaintiff's employment status, when 
it had a reasonable question about plaintiff's employment status. 
First of all, if plaintiff was not employed by Prier, he would no 
longer be entitled to insurance coverage under Prier's group 
health insurance policy. 15A COUCH ON INSURANCE 2d (Rev ed) 
§82:9. Plaintiff admitted as much at trial. Transcript at 150. 
Furthermore, in the Cost Saver Flex-Med Comprehensive Major 
Medical Benefit Description Booklet ("Benefit Booklet") given to 
plaintiff as an employee of Prier (Exh. 35 - see Addendum 3), at 
page 1, <|j(2) the eligibility requirements for covered insureds 
are set out. One of the requirements is that the insured be an 
employee of the employer. This same eligibility requirement of 
employment is set forth in the Trust Subscription Agreement and 
Application for Group Insurance (Exh. 8 - see Addendum 4) and on 
the Group Enrollment Form signed by plaintiff when he became 
employed by Prier (Exh. 1 -see Addendum 5). 
Accordingly, plaintiff not only was contractually 
obligated to be employed by Prier in order to receive benefits 
under the policy, but he knew of that requirement from the date 
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he was first employed by Prier, and admitted at trial that he 
knew of that employment requirement. Therefore, if a reasonable 
question of his employment arose in Gem's mind, Gem was not 
obligated to continue to provide benefits under the policy until 
that question was resolved, and plaintiff knew it. 
Under the express terms of the Master Policy between 
Gem and Inter-Mountain Employers Trust, as well as plaintiff's 
Benefits Booklet, which explained the nature of his rights and 
obligations as a beneficiary under Prier's group health insurance 
policy, Gem was entitled to investigate plaintiff's eligibility 
for coverage at any time, whether a question as to his employment 
had arisen or not. See, §29.1 of the master policy (Exh. 29 -see 
Addendum 6). Furthermore, if a reasonable question as to 
coverage did arise, and because Gem was not required to pay for 
coverage to which plaintiff is not entitled, Gem had the right to 
investigate the facts underlying plaintiff's claim, and not pay 
plaintiff's claims until the question was resolved in plaintiffs' 
favor. Callioux v. Progressive Insurance Company, 745 P.2d 838, 
842 (Utah App. 1987) ; Brown v. Continental Casualty Company, 209 
Kan. 632, 498 P.2d 26, 33 (1972); 15A COUCH ON INSURANCE 2d (Rev 
ed) §§58:10, 58:214. Furthermore, Gem was entitled to a 
reasonable time to investigate those facts. Mitchelson v. 
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Traveler's Insurance Company, 229 Kan. 565, 629 P.2d 142, 148 
(1981) . 
C. Gem,s Investigation Of Plaintiffs Eligibility Was 
Based On A Reasonable Question As To His Employment 
Status. 
1. Plaintiff's Own Medical Records Raised a Question 
as to Whether He Was Employed. 
Plaintiff's own medical records raised a question as to 
whether plaintiff was employed at all by Prier from July 1985 
through 1986, and therefore eligible for insurance coverage. 
Drs. Robinson and Hare noted in their Initial Evaluation Report 
that plaintiff said he was unemployed from July 1985 through the 
date they evaluated him. Exh. 17. Rose Ann Milano's Report 
indicated that plaintiff told her he had been working 1/4 to 3/4 
time during that same period. Exh. 18. 
Even though Gem was entitled to investigate plaintiff's 
employment status at any time, the conflicting information in 
plaintiff's own medical records raised a reasonable question as 
to whether he was employed, and therefore whether he was eligible 
for coverage. 
The Lower Court failed to make certain significant 
Findings with regard not only to the reason why Gem initiated its 
investigation of plaintiff's employment status, but the steps 
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they took. These facts were undisputed at trial, and are 
significant to determining the issue of whether Gem breached its 
insurance contract with plaintiff, as well as whether Gem 
breached its implied contractual covenant of good faith and fair 
dealing with plaintiff. 
At Finding 4, the Lower Court noted that Gem received 
plaintiff's billings from the University of Utah Pain Clinic on 
March 31, 1988 (this is obviously a typo; Gem received the 
billings on March 31, 1986). The next two Findings concern an 
Explanation of Benefit sheet Gem sent to the plaintiff, and a 
letter Gem sent to the plaintiff both with regard to whether Gem 
would pay Pain Clinic expenses. The next Finding the Lower Court 
makes concerns Gem's May 12, 1986 letter to plaintiff's employer 
seeking payroll records. The Lower Court, whether through 
inadvertence or for some inexplicable reason neglected to put in 
the following Findings: 
(1) On April 9, 1986, Gem sent a request to the 
University of Utah Medical Center requesting 
copies of the underlying medical records of 
plaintiff's Pain Clinic stay. On the same date, 
Gem sent a note to plaintiff stating that his 
claim for benefits was being held pending a review 
of medical records, which had been requested. 
Transcript at 374. 
(2) On April 23, 1986, Gem sent a follow-up request 
for copies of medical records to the Pain Clinic, 
because the Pain Clinic did not respond to Gem's first 
request. On the same date, Gem sent another note to 
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plaintiff indicating that his claims continued to be 
held while Gem waited for the medical records from the 
Pain Clinic. Transcript at 375-76. 
(3) On May 2, 1986, Gem received the requested copies 
of medical records from the Pain Clinic, including 
evaluation reports from Dr. Brad Hare and Rose Ann 
Milano, which evaluation reports conflicted with each 
other regarding plaintiff's employment status with 
Prier. Transcript at 393; Exh. 17,18. 
2. The Lower Court Denial of Gem's Notification 
Letters to Plaintiff and Request to Hospital for 
Medical Records was Error. 
The facts set forth above, and not included by the 
Lower Court, were not in dispute at trial, with the possible 
exception of the notes sent by Gem to the plaintiff on April 9 
and April 23, 1986, telling him that his claims were being held 
while Gem obtained the underlying medical records from the Pain 
Clinic. At trial, the plaintiff claimed he never received such 
notes. His testimony was directly contradicted by Shirley 
Sunderlund, the Claims Manager for Gem at the time, who 
specifically recalled sending those notes to the plaintiff, and 
who also testified that it was Gem's policy to always send such 
notes to the insured when claims were being held pending receipt 
of medical records. Transcript at 374-375. 
During one of the overnight recesses during trial, Gem 
discovered a looseleaf binder, not solely concerned with Prier's 
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policy, which held among other things copies of the notes sent to 
the plaintiff on April 9 and April 23, 1986, therefore supporting 
Ms. Sunderlund's testimony, and the two requests for medical 
records sent to the Pain Clinic. Gem attempted to introduce 
these as exhibits at trial, as a supplement to Gem's 
Interrogatory Responses earlier provided to the plaintiff. The 
plaintiff objected. 
Gem cited extensive authority discussing the Rule 26(e) 
requirement to supplement responses and citing extensive case law 
holding that there is no abuse of discretion by the Lower Court 
in admitting evidence not earlier supplied to the other party 
where there is no indication of a knowing concealment of that 
information. See, 4 MOORE'S FEDERAL PRACTICE ^26.81 (2d ed.) 
(1988-89 Supp.); Price v. Lake Sales Supply R. M., Inc., 510 F.2d 
388 (10th Cir. 1974) (no abuse of discretion in admitting 
evidence where there is no indication of knowing concealment); 
K.M.C. Company v. Irving Trust Company, 757 F.2d 752 (6th Cir. 
1985) (significant prejudice must be shown before a decision to 
admit such evidence will be found to be clearly erroneous); 
0/Donnell v. Georgia Osteopathic Hospital, Inc.. 748 F.2d 1543 
(11th Cir. 1984) (the new evidence did not prejudicially surprise 
the defendant, since the evidence did not introduce a new issue, 
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and the evidence was not in conflict with the party's earlier 
testimony). In short, the plaintiff had to show significant 
prejudice, deliberate concealment by Gem, a new issue, or that 
the evidence conflicted with Gem's previous evidence, in order to 
successfully stop the new evidence from coming in. The new 
evidence is attached hereto as Addendum 7. 
Notwithstanding the above, and the lack of any 
authority provided by plaintiff in support of his self-serving 
argument that the proffered evidence prejudiced him, the Lower 
Court denied Gem the ability to introduce the two notes and two 
letters into evidence. 
Even without the two notes and two letters in the 
record, and even assuming for purposes of argument that Gem did 
not send the plaintiff notice of Gem holding the processing of 
his claims until they received his underlying medical records, 
the evidence is still undisputed that Gem in fact sought the 
medical records, and in reviewing the medical records learned of 
the question as to the plaintiff's employment status. Neither of 
those undisputed facts were made Findings by the Lower Court. 
They are critical to a true determination of (1) whether Gem was 
entitled to withhold processing plaintiff's claims because of a 
reasonable question as to plaintiff's eligibility for coverage, 
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and (2) whether Gem's ultimate decision to rescind plaintiff's 
coverage because plaintiff never provided such evidence of 
eligibility was an express breach of the insurance contract. 
D. Gem Acted Reasonably In Investigating And Promptly 
Processing Plaintiff's Claims. 
Under their insurance contract with plaintiff, Gem was 
obligated to reasonably investigate the question of plaintiff's 
eligibility, notify plaintiff of the nature and results of their 
investigation, give plaintiff a reasonable time to comply with 
any request for information, and reasonably evaluate the 
investigation results. Beck v. Farmers Insurance Exchange, 701 
P.2d 795, 801 (Utah 1985); Greene v. Truck Insurance Exchange, 
114 Idaho 63, 753 P.2d 274, 279 (Idaho App. 1988). Gem fulfilled 
all of their obligations to the plaintiff. 
1. Gem's Investigation 
As soon as the question of plaintiff's eligibility for 
coverage arose, Gem asked Prier for evidence of plaintiff's 
employment in the form of payroll records. Exh. 19; Finding 7. 
Gem asked plaintiff's employer for payroll records rather than 
plaintiff because the employer is contractually bound to provide 
them to Gem and he has them in his possession, whereas the 
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employee may not have any such records. Transcript at 263. In 
response to Gem's request, plaintiff's employer sent Gem a one-
sentence letter indicating that plaintiff was employed. Exh. 
21; Finding 8. Such response was utterly insufficient. 
Gem is entitled to objective evidence of plaintiff's 
employment status to satisfy its question of plaintiff's 
eligibility for coverage. Such objective evidence is easily 
produced. An employer must have some records of his payroll, be 
it check registers, cancelled checks, ledgers, or check stubs. 
The employer has payroll reports he must file on a quarterly 
basis with the federal government. Transcript at 2 63-65. The 
reason for Gem's need for objective evidence of plaintiff's 
employment status, rather than a mere verification letter from 
his employer, is because in Gem's extensive experience as a 
health insurer, they have run across many circumstances where 
employers put their friends or relatives on their application for 
group insurance, either because group insurance was less 
expensive to that individual insured, or because that insured 
could not obtain individual health insurance due to some 
preexisting condition. Transcript at 458-9. 
If Gem relies upon an employer's verification letter 
rather than more objective indicia of employment, Gem ends up 
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insuring individuals who are not entitled to group insurance 
coverage under the express provisions of the Master Policy in the 
Benefit Description Booklet. Furthermore, that information is 
easily available and in every employer's records, no matter how 
unsophisticated, as a result of federal and state tax 
requirements. Transcript at 2 63. 
After almost nine months of discovery in this case, Gem 
finally obtained from plaintiff his W-2 Forms, and copies of 
payroll checks and check stubs from Prier. Exhs. 7, 31. 
Plaintiff admitted at trial that he had been given W-2 Forms 
every year, but he had failed to produce them until December 21, 
1987, notwithstanding consistent and continuing requests from Gem 
since May, 1986. 
Notwithstanding that, plaintiff and his employer were 
obligated under the express terms of the insurance contract to 
provide to Gem objective indicia of employment, whether access 
was easy or not, under §29.1 of the Master Policy. 
In short, plaintiff's argument that Gem should have 
accepted mere letters from plaintiff's employer confirming 
employment has no factual or legal support in light of the facts 
of the easy access to his employer's objective records and the 
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express provisions of the insurance contract requiring such 
provision upon Gem's request. 
After Prier provided his May 14, 1986 one-sentence 
response to Gem's request for objective indicia of plaintiff's 
employment, Gem sent out a May 23, 1986 request to plaintiff to 
sign a release of payroll records, in order to get his employment 
records from Prier. Exh. 20. Plaintiff failed to respond. Gem 
sent a second request for the release on June 13, 1986 (Exh. 20); 
plaintiff finally sent an executed release to Gem on July 7, 
1986, almost two months after Gem's initial request. Exh. 22. 
Gem's independent investigator, Equifax Services, then 
attempted to obtain plaintiff's employment records from Prier, 
armed with the executed release, but was rebuffed. Prier 
provided Equifax with no payroll records, but instead gave them 
another letter, this time three sentences rather than one, 
indicating that plaintiff was employed. Exh. 24. In response, 
Gem sent an August 15, 1986 letter back to Prier indicating that 
if the objective records of plaintiff's employment were not sent 
to Gem by August 27, 1986, Gem would be forced to terminate 
plaintiff's coverage. Exh. 5. 
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2. Gem Notified Plaintiff of the Results of Their 
Investigation and Gave Him a Reasonable Time in 
Which to Provide Relevant Information. 
Plaintiff testified at trial that Prier showed this 
letter to plaintiff shortly after Prier received it. Transcript 
at 170-171. Plaintiff then met with Carolyn Ivie, Gem's Policy 
Service Manager, on September 5, 1986. Ms. Ivie explained to him 
that she needed objective evidence of employment in the form of 
check stubs or cancelled checks. He requested additional time to 
provide the information. Ms. Ivie gave plaintiff the additional 
time he requested, which was two weeks. Transcript at 339-40, 
344. Not only did plaintiff again fail to provide the 
information to Gem, but Gem unilaterally gave plaintiff an 
additional week after the deadline Ms. Ivie set to provide the 
information. Still plaintiff failed to provide the information. 
Transcript at 339-40, 344. 
3. Gem Reasonably Evaluated the Results of Their 
Investigation 
Since neither the plaintiff nor his employer provided 
Gem with evidence of plaintiff's employment, after being told in 
explicit terms what information Gem wanted and being given months 
in which to comply, plaintiff's insurance coverage was rescinded 
back to July 1, 1985, the date plaintiff's own medical records 
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indicated he had last worked. Exh. 17. Before rescinding 
plaintiff, Gem's vice-president of operations, Sharron Error, and 
Gem's corporate counsel, Jeff Gabardi, reviewed plaintiff's case 
history, Gem's investigation and attempts to obtain objective 
employment information, plaintiff's failure to provide such 
information (and his employer's refusal to provide it), and made 
the decision to rescind plaintiff's insurance coverage. Exh. 25. 
E. Gem's Actions Fulfilled Their Legal Obligations To 
Plaintiff Under The Insurance Policy 
As set forth extensively above, the record in this 
case, including trial testimony and exhibits in evidence, 
reflects that Gem acted reasonably in investigating and promptly 
processing plaintiff's claims, or holding his claims while Gem 
continued the investigation. Because plaintiff and his employer 
never cooperated with Gem in providing the simplest of payroll 
records to verify plaintiff's employment status, Gem had every 
legal right to rescind plaintiff's insurance coverage and not pay 
plaintiff's medical expenses incurred between February 16 and 
August 31, 1986. 
Notwithstanding that record, the Lower Court concluded 
as a matter of law that Gem's failure to pay those insurance 
benefits to the plaintiff was a breach of Gem's insurance 
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contract with the plaintiff. Gem submits that the Lower Court's 
Conclusion is error based upon the overwhelming record. 
Furthermore, even utilizing the Lower Court's own Findings of 
Fact (which are incomplete as discussed above), the Lower Court's 
Conclusion of Law that Gem breached its insurance contract with 
plaintiff is incorrect and this Court can vacate it. I.F.G. 
Leasing Company v. Gordon, lie P.2d 607, 613 (Utah 1989). 
F. Damages for Breach of Contract. 
In the event that this Court affirms the Lower Court's 
Finding that Gem breached its contract of insurance with 
plaintiff, the general rule for damages in the event of such a 
breach is that plaintiff is limited to whatever benefits he is 
entitled to under the policy. 15A COUCH ON INSURANCE 2d (Rev ed) 
§58:3. The general damages rule in Utah for a breach of contract 
is that plaintiff is entitled to damages which in the usual 
course of things flow from the breach. Beck at 801. He is 
limited to damages resulting from the ordinary and obvious 
purpose of the contract. Ranch Homes, Inc. v. Greater Park City 
Corporation, 592 P.2d 620, 624 (Utah 1979). See also, Robbins v. 
Finlay, 645 P.2d 623, 625 (Utah 1982) (a breach of contract 
entitles one to damages that arise naturally from the breach and 
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which reasonably may be supposed to have been within the 
contemplation of the parties or are reasonably foreseeable). 
Plaintiff must show his damages by substantial evidence of facts 
and not by mere conclusions or conjecture. Highland Construction 
Company v. Union Pacific Railroad Company, 683 P.2d 1042, 1045 
(Utah 1984). 
There is no question in the instant case that 
plaintiff's damages (if this Court affirms the Lower Court 
Finding) for a breach of the insurance contract are $8,254,80. 
These are the amount of benefits to which Gem admitted plaintiff 
was entitled for medical claims through August 31, 1986, after 
Gem finally obtained evidence in December 1987 verifying 
plaintiff's employment. However, plaintiff is not entitled to 
any further general damages because Prier cancelled the group 
health insurance policy effective September 1, 1986. Once the 
group coverage is cancelled, plaintiff is entitled to no further 
benefits under the policy. Larson v. Wvcoff Co.. 624 P.2d 1151, 
1153-54 (Utah 1981); 15A COUCH ON INSURANCE 2d (Rev ed) §82:9. 
The Lower Court made no Findings or Conclusions as to any 
additional general damages as a result of its Conclusion 3 that 
Gem breached its insurance contract with plaintiff. 
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III. THE LOWER COURT'S CONCLUSION OF GEM'S BREACH OF IMPLIED 
COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING 
A. Introduction 
The Lower Court found that Gem did not act reasonably 
to adequately investigate and promptly process and pay 
plaintiff's claims (Finding 15) and concluded that such failure 
was a breach of Gem's implied contractual covenant of good faith 
and fair dealing ("implied covenant") with the plaintiff. 
Conclusion 4. 
B. Gem,s Obligations To Plaintiff As His Insurer. 
Under the case law in this jurisdiction as well as 
surrounding jurisdictions, Gem not only met its obligation to act 
reasonably, investigate promptly, and promptly process and pay 
claims (if valid), but exceeded what the Courts have considered 
to be an insurer's implied covenant with its insured. 
In the preeminent case on implied contractual covenants 
of good faith and fair dealing between insurers and their 
insureds in Utah, Beck v. Farmers Insurance Exchange, 701 P.2d 
795 (Utah 1985) (hereinafter cited as "Beck"), the Utah Supreme 
Court, reversing the Lower Court's grant of Summary Judgment for 
the insurer, noted that the insurer had denied its insured's 
claim without explanation and without any request for additional 
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facts, had no contact with its insured from the day it rejected 
its insured's claim until the insurer filed the lawsuit, and 
apparently failed to investigate or evaluate its insured's claim 
at all after receiving it. 
In Beck, the Utah Supreme Court examined in detail for 
the first time the concept of the implied covenant in an 
insurance contract context. Justice Zimmerman noted that in 
Utah, the implied covenant between an insured and his insurer is 
contractual. The parties have parallel obligations to perform 
the insurance contract in good faith and to deal fairly with each 
other. The duties on the part of the insurer include a diligent 
investigation of facts to see if the insured's claim is valid, 
the fair evaluation of the claim, and prompt and reasonable 
action thereafter in rejecting or settling the claim. Beck at 
800-801 (and cases cited therein from other jurisdictions); see 
also, 15A COUCH ON INSURANCE 2d (Rev ed) §§58:10, 58:214. 
In Greene v. Truck Insurance Exchange, 114 Idaho 63, 
753 P.2d 274 (Idaho App. 1988), the Idaho Court of Appeals 
determined that the insurer had performed all of the obligations 
it had with its insured. It acknowledged the insured's claim, 
investigated the claim, and offered payment based upon its 
evaluation of the claim. Although the insured in that case 
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contended that the defendant performed all of those tasks in a 
dilatory fashion, and even though the investigation consumed 
several months and could have been conducted more expeditiously, 
there was no record before the Appellate Court that the company 
intended to delay just for the sake of delay. The record 
indicated that the insurer was concerned about the unique nature 
of the claim and about the sparseness of verifiable facts to 
support the claim, Jd. at 279. 
Gem's fulfillment of their implied contractual 
obligations as set out in Beck and Greene has already been 
discussed in section 11(E), above. 
Gem had a reasonable question as to plaintiff's 
eligibility for coverage, based upon his questionable employment 
status as raised by his own statements in his medical records. 
Under Callioux v. Progressive Insurance Company, 745 P.2d 838, 
842 (Utah App. 1987), plaintiff's claim for breach of implied 
covenant of good faith and fair dealing should be dismissed 
outright based solely on the fact that Gem had a reasonable 
question as to plaintiff's eligibility for coverage. 
Notwithstanding the Callioux rule, however, Gem has fulfilled all 
of their implied contractual obligations pursuant to Beck and 
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Greene. The Lower Court's Conclusion 4 that Gem breached their 
implied covenant with plaintiff is error as a matter of law. 
Gem is aware of the difficult standard of proof in 
arguing that the Lower Court's Finding of Fact is clearly 
erroneous. However, as set forth extensively above, and even 
utilizing the Lower Court's own Findings of Fact (which are not 
complete, as discussed above), Gem submits that the Lower Court's 
Finding 15, that Gem did not act reasonably to adequately 
investigate and promptly process and pay the plaintiff's claims, 
directly contradicts the Lower Court's own preceding Findings. 
Furthermore, the Lower Court at Finding 16 found that Gem 
breached its implied contractual covenant of good faith and fair 
dealing with the plaintiff. This is identical to the Lower 
Court's Conclusion 4. Gem submits that the statement that Gem 
breached its implied contractual covenant of good faith and fair 
dealing with the plaintiff is in fact a Conclusion of Law, and 
Gem need only prove that it is incorrect, rather than showing 
that it is clearly erroneous. 
In short, the Lower Court's Finding 15 that Gem did not 
act reasonably to adequately investigate and to promptly process 
and pay the plaintiff's claims has no support based upon the 
Lower Court's own preceding Findings, and should be stricken. 
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Furthermore, the Lower Court's Conclusion 4 that Gem breached 
their implied contractual covenant of good faith and fair dealing 
with the plaintiff is not supported by the Lower Court's Findings 
of Fact, nor is it supported by the prevailing case law in Utah 
and surrounding jurisdictions. Accordingly, that Conclusion 
should be stricken. 
C. Gem's Rescission Of Plaintiff's Insurance Coverage Back 
To July 1, 1985 Was Proper; Therefore, Gem Is Not 
Liable For Any Consequential Damages The Lower Court 
Found. 
The Lower Court found (at Finding 14) that 
Gem State's cancellation of Mr. Horton's coverage 
contributed to a relapse in his condition causing 
additional medical expenses and other consequential 
damages including the necessity of hiring an attorney 
to litigate his rights under the policy. 
As discussed above at length, Gem's rescission of plaintiff's 
insurance coverage back to July 1, 1985 was proper. It is 
unfortunate that plaintiff suffered a relapse in his medical 
condition, but if Gem's rescission of his insurance coverage was 
done properly and pursuant to a reasonable and prompt 
investigation, then Gem cannot be held liable for any 
consequential damages and expenses that plaintiff incurred as a 
result of his relapse. Accordingly, the Lower Court's subsequent 
Finding 17(b), (c) and (d) are without legal basis, and the Lower 
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Court's Conclusion 5 entitling plaintiff to the consequential 
damages set forth in Finding 17 is error and should be stricken. 
D. Consequential Damages. 
At trial plaintiff sought consequential damages in 
compensation for his claim of Gem's breach of the implied 
covenant. Consequential damages are different than general 
damages, and will only be awarded if the damages allegedly 
incurred were reasonably within the contemplation of the parties 
when they entered into the contract. Highland Construction 
Company v. Union Pacific Railroad Co., 683 P.2d at 1049. 
Plaintiff must have sufficient documentation to allow the Court 
to reasonably infer a causality between Gem's alleged breach and 
any damage suffered by plaintiff. Id. All consequential damage 
claims are subject to limitations of causation, certainty and 
foreseeability; they must be clearly ascertainable in their 
nature and origin. Ehlv v. Kady, 687 P.2d 687, 695 (Mont. 1984). 
The Beck case discussed the availability of 
consequential damages to an aggrieved plaintiff. Plaintiff can 
put on evidence of attorney's fees and any other damages that 
were reasonably within the contemplation of, or reasonably 
foreseeable by, the contracting parties at the time the insurance 
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contract was made. Beck at 802, In unusual cases, even damages 
for mental anguish might be provable, although in a footnote the 
Court said 
Clearly, damages will not be available for 
the mere disappointment, frustration, or 
anxiety normally experienced in the process 
of filing an insurance claim and negotiating 
a settlement with the insurer. 
Id. at 802, n.6. Of course, the foreseeability of such damages 
will always hinge upon the nature and language of the contract 
and the reasonable expectations of the parties, id. Of course, 
evidence of damages cannot be so speculative as to be without a 
rational basis in the record. Bastian v. King, 661 P.2d 953, 956 
(Utah 1983). 
The Lower Court found (at Finding 17(b) and (d)) that 
the plaintiff was entitled to $3,500 for medical expenses 
incurred after September 1, 1986 as a result of plaintiff's 
relapse after Gem's denial of coverage, and "other consequential 
damages in the amount of $5,000." With regard to the $3,500 for 
post-employer-terminated insurance coverage, Gem has already 
discussed this position that, if Gem's rescission of plaintiff's 
coverage was proper, whether that rescission contributed to 
plaintiff's relapse is not relevant for the purposes of assessing 
liability for damages. With regard to the "other consequential 
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damages" in the amount of $5,000, there is simply no evidence in 
the record that is not speculative or uncertain that supports 
this figure. Plaintiff testified at length about how his 
professional life had suffered ever since his automobile accident 
of December, 1983. He tried to paint a distinction between the 
three years since that accident, when he was unable to continue 
his profession as a conductor, up until the time Gem rescinded 
his health insurance, and the two years after the rescission and 
until the time of trial. He tried to show that he really could 
have come back from his three years out of the artistic circle, 
but because he was out for another two years allegedly due to 
Gem's improper actions, he was even worse off. Transcript at 
198-216. 
Notwithstanding this testimony, and notwithstanding a 
few witnesses that plaintiff trotted out to commiserate with him, 
there was no testimony from the plaintiff or his two witnesses 
who were or had been in the music field (Dr. Gerald Ottley and 
Harold Lundgren) that could provide any solid evidence for 
damages of beyond the realm of very speculative. Transcript at 
198-216, 221-237. 
Plaintiff also testified about "lost opportunities" as 
a result of, in his mind, Gem's improper actions. These "lost 
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opportunities" were nothing more than potential job openings for 
which he failed to apply. His testimony was that he was unable 
to apply for them because he did not have the finances to fly to 
Ottawa or Buffalo for openings in orchestras there. However, 
plaintiff was unable to explain how his lack of finances at that 
time was connected to any improper actions on the part of Gem. 
In short, plaintiff was unable at trial to provide any 
evidence of any specificity that would provide the basis for the 
Lower Court's awarding $5,000 of "other consequential damages," 
at its Conclusion 5. The only other possibility to explain the 
Lower Court's award is an award of damages for mental anguish. 
However, as discussed above, the Beck case only allows for such 
damages for mental anguish in a case other than for the "mere 
disappointment, frustration, or anxiety normally experienced in 
the process of filing an insurance claim and negotiating a 
settlement with the insurer." Beck v. Farmers Insurance 
Exchange, 7 01 P.2d at 802, n.6. Therefore, the Lower Court's 
Conclusion 5, that plaintiff is entitled to an award of "other 
consequential damages" in the amount of $5,000, and $3,500 for 
medical expenses incurred after September 1, 1986, are without 
basis in the record, are therefore improper Conclusions of Law 
and should be stricken. 
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E. Plaintiff Failed To Mitigate His Damages. 
The doctrine of mitigation of damages generally 
operates to prevent one against whom a wrong has been committed 
from recovering any item of damage arising from the wrongful 
conduct which could have been avoided or minimized by reasonable 
means. Anaelos v. First Interstate Bank of Utah, 671 P.2d 772, 
777 (Utah 1983). Plaintiff is not entitled to recover damages 
for any harm that he could have avoided by the use of reasonable 
effort after the commission of the breach. Conder v. A.L. 
Williams & Associates, 739 P.2d 634, 639 (Utah App. 1987). 
As discussed at length above, plaintiff not only failed 
to mitigate any damages he might have incurred by Gem's alleged 
breach of insurance contract or breach of implied covenant, but 
in fact he exacerbated his damages by failing to ever provide any 
evidence of his employment status to Gem until almost two years 
after Gem's initial request, and nine months after he instituted 
litigation against Gem. The only evidence plaintiff put on at 
trial to rebut Gem's defense of failure to mitigate damages was 
his testimony that he did not understand what information Gem 
wanted (initially) and his employer was out of the country in 
June, 1986. Transcript at 161-167. There is no evidence in the 
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record as to why, after his September 5 meeting with Carolyn 
Ivie, he failed to provide the requested information, which was 
readily available to him and his employer. Accordingly, even if 
this Court affirms the Lower Court's Findings of breach of 
insurance contract and/or breach of implied covenant, plaintiff 
is entitled to no damages because he not only failed to mitigate 
his damages, but in fact made them worse. 
P. Plaintiff is Only Entitled to $84.80 in Taxable Costs. 
The Lower Court's award to plaintiff of costs in the 
amount of $1,880.80 is not supported by Utah statutory and case 
law, nor by the record herein. Under the seminal Utah case of 
Frampton v. Wilson, 605 P.2d 771 (Utah 1980), the Utah Supreme 
Court cited Rule 54(d)(1) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure 
for the proposition that costs shall be allowed to the prevailing 
party only as expressly provided for by statute or in the Rules. 
Those costs are generally filing fees (UTAH CODE ANN. 
§21-2-2 (1989 Supp.)); jury demand fee (UTAH CODE ANN. §21-5-12 
(1984 ed.)); and service of process fees (UTAH CODE ANN. §21-2-4 
(1984 ed.)). Id. at 773. The Court noted that there is a 
distinction between "taxable" costs and necessary but "non-
taxable" costs. Id. at 774; Hatanaka v. Struhsf 738 P.2d 1052, 
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1055 (Ut. App. 1987) (certain expenses necessary to assist in the 
preparation of a case are not "costs" that are taxable (citing 
Frampton)); Stevens v. Stevens, 754 P.2d 952, 959 (Ut. App. 
1988). 
Accordingly, the Lower Court's award of plaintiff's 
filing fee ($75.00) and service of process fee ($9.80) is 
correct. However, the other $1,796.00 awarded to plaintiff 
consists of non-"taxable" costs which are not recoverable, as 
well as an award for a jury demand fee when the case was tried to 
the bench. 
The Lower Court awarded plaintiff $750.00 for "witness 
fees" for Dr. John Heil (his psychologist during his in-patient 
and out-patient treatment at the Pain Clinic), plus $996.00 in 
airfare. In short, the Lower Court ordered Gem to pay for Dr. 
Heil's time as well as his airfare. Under the express terms of 
UTAH CODE ANN. §21-5-4 (1988 Supp.) (in force at the time of the 
trial in this action), Dr. Heil ". . . is entitled to $14.00 per 
day for each day in attendance and $0.3 0 for each mile actually 
and necessarily traveled in going only." More specifically, §21-
5-4(2) states that if the witness is attending the trial from 
outside the state in a civil case, he is only entitled to mileage 
necessarily traveled one-way to Court in-state. Dr. Heil was a 
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fact witness. Although the case law regarding compensation for 
expert witness' time is equivocal, there is no equivocation 
statutorily or in the case law regarding fees for fact witnesses. 
Plaintiff is not entitled to compensation for Dr. Heil's time or 
airfare other than the $14.00 per diem plus one-way mileage from 
his hotel to Court. 
The Lower Court also awarded plaintiff $50.00 for his 
jury demand. However, this case was tried to the Lower Court, 
not a jury (R. at 294) , because plaintiff never made a demand for 
a jury. Therefore, the Lower court erred in awarding plaintiff 
$50.00 in costs for a jury demand. 
In summary, plaintiff is entitled only to those costs 
expressly allowed by statute or supported by prevailing case law. 
The costs to which plaintiff is entitled are $84.80, not 
$1,880.80. 
IV. GEM'S COUNTERCLAIM FOR ATTORNEY'S PEES 
The record at trial, painstakingly outlined throughout 
this brief, shows that plaintiff's lawsuit is without merit and 
was not brought in good faith. This matter could have been 
resolved in May, 1986 if only plaintiff and plaintiff's employer 
had provided the documents that finally surfaced almost two years 
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later and showed plaintiff's eligibility for benefits. The 
record shows that Gem continually requested the information and 
that the express terms of the insurance contract required 
plaintiff and plaintiff's employer to provide it to Gem, yet 
notwithstanding those obligations, plaintiff brought a lawsuit 
without merit. Indeed, two of plaintiff's four causes of action 
were summarily dismissed prior to trial. The merits of 
plaintiff's claims are clearly lacking; the only reasonable 
inference to be drawn from plaintiff's actions over the past two 
years, including specifically his bringing litigation against 
Gem, is that the litigation was brought in bad faith and in an 
attempt to extort damages to which plaintiff is clearly not 
entitled. 
Cady v. Johnson, 671 P.2d 149 (Utah 1983), is still the 
only case in Utah that discusses at length the standard by which 
a Court can award attorney's fees to a defending party when such 
fees are not contractually required. It is the case that 
provides the standard for UTAH CODE ANN. §78-27-56 (1989 Supp.), 
that is, a prevailing party is entitled to an award of attorney's 
fees in the event that an action or defense of the non-prevailing 
party was without merit and was not brought in good faith. The 
Cady Court defined "without merit" to mean either frivolous or 
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having no basis in law or fact. Cady v. Johnson, 671 P.2d at 
151. 
The Cady Court then determined that in order to 
establish lack of good faith, the party needed to prove that one 
or more of the following factors was lacking: 
(1) an honest belief in the propriety of the 
lawsuit in question; 
(2) no intent to take unconscionable advantage of 
others; and 
(3) no intent to, or knowledge of the fact that the 
lawsuit in question will, hinder, delay or defraud 
others. 
Id. 
The record in this case fulfills the standard set forth 
in Cady v. Johnson. See also, Lutz, ''Attorney's Fees in Bad 
Faith, Meritless Actions," 1984 UTAH L. REV. 593. Gem is 
entitled to its reasonable attorney's fees and costs incurred in 
defending against plaintiff's unmeritorious, bad faith claims, 
and bringing its Counterclaim for fees and costs. 
In addition, Gem is entitled to its attorney's fees 
incurred on appeal pursuant to Rule 33(a) of the Rules of the 
Utah Court of Appeals. Rule 33(a) entitles the prevailing party 
on appeal to "just damages and single or double costs, including 
reasonable attorney's fees," in the event the Court determines 
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that the appeal taken, or the defense of the appeal, is either 
frivolous or for delay. 
In O'Brien v. Rush, 744 P.2d 306 (Ut. App. 1987), the 
Utah Court of Appeals determined that bad faith was only required 
at the Lower Court level, under §78-27-56, for the award of 
attorney's fees. In order to award attorney's fees on appeal, 
such a subjective standard was inappropriate. Accordingly, the 
Court of Appeals determined that in order to obtain attorney's 
fees on appeal, a party must only show that the appeal was taken 
either frivolously or for delay. 
For purposes of Rule 33(a) of the Rules of 
the Utah Court of Appeals we define a 
"frivolous appeal" as one having no 
reasonable legal or factual basis as defined 
in Rule 40(a). An appeal brought for delay 
is one marked by dilatory conduct designed to 
mislead the Court and which benefits only the 
appellant. 
Id. at 310. See also, Backstrom Family Ltd. Partnership v. Hall. 
751 P.2d 1157 (Ut. App. 1988). 
In light of the plaintiff's legal and factual 
deficiencies in this litigation, and in light of plaintiff's 
anticipated defense against Gem's appeal herein, Gem is entitled 
to attorney's fees and costs on appeal pursuant to Rule 33(a) of 
the Rules of the Utah Court of Appeals. 
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CONCLUSION 
WHEREFORE, in light of all the foregoing arguments, the 
evidence admitted at trial, and prevailing statutory and case 
law, Gem respectfully requests this Court to reverse the Lower 
Court's Conclusions that Gem had breached their insurance 
contract with plaintiff and had breached their implied 
contractual covenant of good faith and fair dealing with 
plaintiff, vacate the award of damages to the plaintiff, rule 
that Gem's Counterclaim for attorney's fees and costs incurred in 
defending against plaintiff's lawsuit has merit and should be 
granted, and grant Gem its attorney's fees and costs incurred in 
bringing this appeal, pursuant to Rule 33(a) of the Rules of the 
Utah Court of Appeals. 
DATED this 23rd day of October, 1989. 
TIBBALS, HOWELL, MOXLEY & WILKINS 
Jef frW RJ J Or jjtt 
Attorn^vs for Plaintiff 
i 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 23rd day of October, 1989, 
I caused four true and correct copies of Defendant's initial 
Brief to be hand-delivered to the following: 
John Preston Creer, Esq. 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
36 South State Street, Suite 1200 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
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PAIN CENTER INITIAL EVALUATION 
PATIENT: 
DAT: 
REFERRING PHYSICIAN: 
HOSPITAL NO: 
Ronald M. Horton 
Decemoer 30, 1985 
Nelson Burton, M.O. 
56-30-95-4 
W % 
HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: Mr. Horton is a 41-year-old musician with complaints 
or cnromc ngnt-sided neac and shoulder pain and chronic right-sided lumbosac-
ral musculoskeletal pain* On 12/3/83 the patient was involved in a motor vehicle 
accident in which he suffered a cervical and lumbar strain. Cervical X-rays at 
that time were reported as negative. The patient was treated with physical 
therapy and anti-inflammatory medications. The pain in his right neck and 
shoulder persisted, and a further evaluation was performed. In January 1984 
an EtfG was read as normal. An additional notation on the EMG questioned the 
possibility of irritation of the right brachial plexus because of minima] 
slowing of the right ulnar nerve, but the overall impression of the study was 
normal. In February 1984 the patient had a cervical and lumbar thermogram 
which both showed questionable abnormalities. The patient was placed in 
cervical traction in February 1984 and continued to have physical therapy and 
to take his anti-inflammatory medications as well as codeine. In May 1984 the 
patient was evaluated again, and the diagnosis of thoracic outlet syndrome on 
the right side was made. He complained of hyperesthesia over the entire right 
upper extremity and the right lower extremity. He was told at that time that 
his neck and shoulder pain was related to his lumbosacral pain. The patient 
continued to have musculoskeletal problems and in 1984 was seen by a neuro-
surgeon who ordered CT-scans of the cervical and lumbar spine. Both of these 
radiologic studies were normal. The neurosurgeon felt that-this patient's 
problem was primarily musculoskeletal and was not related to nerve root i r r i ta -
tion or a compressive neuropathy. 
The patient continued to be treated with physical therapy and a variety of 
antiinflammatory medications as well as codeine. His physical condition, by 
this time, had begun to significantly affect his outlook on l i fe and his 
EXHIBIT NO. 
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emotions. He describes the period from 5/84 to 6/85 as being one characterized 
by hopelessness and depression. In June 1985 he stopped playing the violin and 
stopped conducting. A TNS unit was placed in June 1985 with stimulation elec-
trodes over the right trapezius muscle and riyht lumbosacral area. He experienced 
some relief from the TNS unit. He said the only time he experienced significant 
relief was during a trip to the Northeastern part of the country. 
Since June 1985, the patient has been treated with anti-Inflammatory medications, 
muscle relaxants, and analgesics. He has received numerous trigger point injec-
tions in the right cervical and right lumbosacral area which were transiently 
effective. His current medications include Ativan, 3 mg PO q. hs.; Soma, 2 
tablets PO q. hs.; Hycodefen, 2 tablets PO q. hs.; and amitriptyline, 50 mg PO 
q. hs. He also takes Soma taolets PRN up to 4 tablets per day and Tylenol. He 
staces that at present his pain level is 7 on a scale of 10, with 10 being the 
worst pain possible, and 0 being no pain. 
The patient' is unemployed at present and 1s living at home with his elderly 
nether who suffers from macular degeneration and decreased auditory acuity. 
The patient moved from Equador baclc to Salt Lake City in 1981 when his father 
died of cancer. He has been taking care of his mother at her home since then 
and gave up his own home. The patient was working part-time as a violin 
instructor until approximately 6 months ago. He has not conducted an orchestra 
since May of 1985. The patient previously conducted for Ballet West until 1979 
when he left because of problems with his employer. The patient is single and 
has neyer been married. 
PAST MEDICAL HISTORY: 1) Irritable bowel syndrome. The patient has a long 
history or irntaoie bowel syndrome dating back to 1970. Approximately 2 
wee<s ago he had some rectal bleeding which was evaluated with sigmoidoscopy, 
and a small, benign polyp was discovered and removed. A full colonoscopy 
was then performed which was negative. 2) Surgeries: 1971, appendectomy; 
1979, inguinal hernia repair. 3) Habits: Tobacco, none; alcohol, none. 
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION: 
General: The patient is a pleasant, white male appearing his stated age 
and in no acute distress. 
Vital Signs: Blood pressure—130/80; heart rate—84; respiratory rate—16. 
HEENT: Exam unremarkable; thyroid was normal; carotids 2+. 
Lungs: Clear to auscultation and percussion. 
Cardiovascular: Exam normal. 
Musculoskeletal: Reflexes 2+ and symmetric in the upper and lower extrem-
ities. Motor exam was normal, 5/5 in upper and lower extremities. Cerebellar 
and sensory exam were normal, the patient has tenderness along the trapezius 
muscle on the right side with several trigger points. He also has some tender 
areas on the left trapezius on the left rhomboid muscles. The range of motion 
of his neck is normal. The patient has tenderness in the right lumbosacral 
area along the paraspinal muscles and glutteal muscles. Examination of the 
Ronald M. Horton 
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lower extremities is normal. The sensation is intact. Straight leg raising was 
negative bilaterally. The FABER test was negative bilaterally. Walking on heels 
and toes is normal. The rest of his musculoskeletal and neurologic examination 
was either negative or normal. 
ASSESSMENT AND PLAN: This patient's primary problem at this time appears to be 
depression. He wrote a 2-page addendum to his Pain Clinic questionnaire which had 
numerous comments on it regarding his current state of depression. One comment 
that was characteristic of this 2-page document was MI resent very much my state 
of being". Mr. Horton resents that he is now living at home taking care of his 
mother, and he appears to be escaping from or avoiding his chosen career responsi-
bilities. He is no longer playing violin or conducting an orchestra. He states 
the reason that he is no longer working is his musculoskeletal pain syndrome. Qur_ 
imoressign 1s that; hg U ^nmaHr^-intj, ^ ngr physical assessment would not 
indicate that he would be unable to perform his regular duties as a conductor or 
musician. " " *• 
This patient could benefit from an inpatient multidisciplinary approach to his 
current proolems. He needs a structured, aggressive program of physical therapy. 
He also needs an extended program of behavioral therapy. His current medication 
regimen is a hodge-podge, and he would benefit from being weaned off of his 
Soma and codeine as well as lorazepam (Ativan). The patient is on what appears 
to be a subtherapeutic dose of amitriptyline, and this could be Increased. 
This patient will be discussed in conference on Thursday, January 2, 1986, and 
a plan will be outlined regarding his therapy. 
Diagnoses: 1) Chronic right cervical strain. 2) Chronic right lumbosacral 
muscular strain. 3) Depression. 4) Irritable bowel syndrome. 5) Drug 
habituation. 
Brian L. Robinson, M.D. 
Anesthesia Pain Center Resident 
Bradford 0. Hare, M.D., Ph.O. 
Clinical Oirector, University of Utah 
Pain Treatment Center 
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Benavioral Medicine Pain Center 
Initial Evaluation; Ronald Horton Date: Decemoer 30, 1985 
Examiner: Rose Ann Milano, M.S., P.T. 
Referred by: Dr. Curtis and Dr. Nelson Burton 
Mr. Horton is a k\ year old, wnite single male who is a musician and 
a conductor here in Salt Lake. This gentleman apparently suffered from 
a motor vehicle accident in December of !983» after which he experienced 
mush musculoskeletal type pain In his right shoulder, neck, arm and also 
the rignt hip and leg. Over a period of months he had many ups and 
downs and eventually felt that he had to leave a lot of his conducting 
and playing responsibilities and tone down his activity in general to 
be able to function. He Is a violinist. He was examined by a few 
different physicians including neurosurgeons, did undergo a CAT scan 
( believe, twice, the last being in 1984, and Is found to have no true 
neurological deficits. All examinations have indicated soft tissue 
tightnesses, tension, some musculoskeletal strain. He has been seen 
by numerous physical therapy groups In this valley. By his own report 
he seems to latch onto one type of treatment in one place and then 
find that It no longer gives him prolonged relief and therefore he Is 
off looking for the next person offering something different. He has 
also visited a chiropractor but this was very short lived. He described 
most of the problem being In the right neck and arm, though he also does 
experience still pain in the right buttock and leg. It certainly seems 
like the neck and arm is the most stressful to him given his occupation 
as a violinist and also as a conductor. He has been somewhat better with 
medication in the past and continues to take Soma and Ami triptyl ine and 
Ativan. Soma he has been on for approximately the whole two years since 
the injury and he is taking 3 to k9 sometimes more of these a day. He 
is taking a small dose of Ami triptyl ine at night, and also Hy coda p hen. 
That combination seems to help him sleep. He is also taking 2 to 3 rag* 
of Ativan. Somewhere along the way this summer he was placed on a TEHS 
unit which he uses daily now,also. He does seem to report some relief 
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from this s t i m u l a t i o n , but i t ' s a l i t t l e d i f f i c u l t to sor t out how 
much true r e l i e f he is ge t t ing from t h i s . I t is c e r t a i n l y not making 
him any more f u n c t i o n a l . He is no longer taking any strong medications, 
Qarvon, Tylenol #3 in the past , but seems to re ly q u i t e heavily on get t ing 
going wi tn the Soma and Hycodapnen and then crashing at nignt with tne 
comoination of drugs described above. He says on these medications he 
has no problem a t a l l s leep ing . I t Is a very drugged sleep at best by 
his r e p o r t , but he fee ls that that 's ok. He seems to be worsened whenever 
he increases h is a c t i v i t y , and t r ies to re turn In any way to his f u i l - t l m e 
work. He has l i m i t e d himsel f tn the past 6 to 8 months to teaching v i o l i n 
through one o f the schools here in town on a p a r t to yk time basis. He 
does not l i k e t h i s work. He finds i t s t ress fu l and he finds I t p a i n f u l . 
In looking back 
In looking back a t his h i s t o r y , he underwent an appendectomy in 1971» 
inguinal hernia repa i r in 1979* He has had ongoing Gi problems since 
1963. He has been fol lowed by a Doctor M i l l e r here in town and has 
been c a l l e d a spas t ic bowel disorder and has had numerous bouts up and 
aown wi th his GI t r a c t . He describes an onset in 1963, having to do wi th 
a per iod of time he was out of the country, I be l ieve in South America, 
on his church mission. Other in terest ing psychosocial h istory is that 
in 1931 th is man had to return to this country from l i v i n g abroad because 
his fatner died o f cancer and he came back to help his mother and l ive 
wi th his mother. Being the onN single son, he f e l t obl igated to do 
t h i s . His motner expected i t even though sne is a f a i r l y functioning 
older woman. He s t i l l fe 11 a need to come *nd take care of her. As 
he re la tes th is s t o r y , i t is obviously a major s t ressor in his i i f e . 
Physical Exam 
On pnysical examination we f ind a f a i r l y hea l thy , strong appearing 41 year 
o ld man who can be described as moderately overweight . His motor examination 
is completely negat ive for d e f i c i t s . His range o f motion is completely 
i n t a c t — t h e lower and the upper part of the body. There are some marked 
t r i g g e r points around the areas that he uses the TENS u n i t and this Is In 
the r i g h t shoulder g i r d l e area around the s e r r a t u s , the scapular muscle 
attachments and some of the lat issimus, c e r t a i n l y a few In the upper 
t rapez ius a r e a , but these are not t e r r i b l y marked. There are also typical 
t r i g g e r points In the g lu tea l and rota t ing muscles o f the r ight hip and 
buttock a r e a , but these are not t e r r i b l y marked e i t h e r . There Is no 
i n d i c a t i o n o f t r i g g e r points or areas of soreness down Into the r ight 
lower e x t r e m i t y . The sensory report to touch and l i g h t sensations on 
the arm is vague a t best . He does almost describe a hypersens i t iv i ty f 
but t h i s does not fo l low any anatomical p a t t e r n , and seems to be more 
of a condi t ion than a type answer and expectat ion than anything. 
Impression 
My impression is tha t there is cer ta in ly a need for Mr. Horton to break 
his p a t t e r n of shopping around for very d i r e c t types of treatment to his 
body, to r e l i e v e what he senses. 1 see a speeded up condit ioning program 
paced and geared towards the functions he fee ls he needs to return to 
as being the best way to break tne cycle he is i n . I think that he does 
have the basic mot ivat ion to get back to his l i f e work, and with a vigorous 
and c o n t r o l l e d i n p a t i e n t program, I think he could get there in a month or 
two. There are c e r t a i n l y stressors that he I d e n t i f i e s and some that he 
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speaks of chat I'm not sure he does recognize. This will be discussed 
with the rest of the team and I do see him as an ideal candidate for a 
full inpatient program at this time. 
Rose Ann Milano, M.S., P.T. 
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1 Effective Date of Insurance: The effective date of insu-
rance for trio insured person is shown on the certifi-
cate identification card However if the insured 
employee is not actively at work on such effective 
date his insurance will become effective on the day he 
returns to active work If the dependents of an active 
employee am covered hereunder and if a dependent is 
confined in a hospital on the effective date of such 
employee s insurance, the insurance of such depend-
ent will not become effective until the day after he is 
discharged from the hospital Under no conditions 
shall dependents' insurance become effective until 
the employee's effective date 
2 Eligibility. Those eligible for insurance include 
A Employees Owners partners, officers and all 
other employees (who work not loss than 1,000 
hours per year on a regular basis wherein an 
employer/employee relationship exists and where 
taxes are deducted from salary) of the Employer 
operating as a business on a continuing basis 
(Part time, temporary, and retired employees are 
not eligible) Persons 65 years of age or over shall 
only be eligible for coverage under Medicare Sup-
plement Benefit Plan 
B Dependents of eligible employees 
(1) The term dependents' means the spouse of 
the insured active employee who is not legally 
separated from the insured and unmarried 
children or stepchildren of the insured or the 
insured s spouse or legally adopted children 
from birth until 23 years of age provided that 
they are dependent upon the insured 
employee for their financial support 
If prior to or within 31 days after, the attain-
ment of the specified age whereby coverage 
would otherwise terminate for an insured 
dependent child the Company shall have 
received a statement from a physician that 
such child is mentally retarded or physically 
handicapped so as to be incapable of earning 
his own living and is dependent upon the 
insured employee for his support such termi-
nation at the specified age for such child shall 
be not applicable so long as such incapacity 
continues 
(2) An individual who becomes a dependent as 
defined herein after the effective date of the 
insured employee s certificate will be covered 
on the date tie becomes a dependent pro-
vided written application for insurance is 
made within 31 days of such date Any 
employee who does not apply for (iependent 
coverage within 31 days after the date of eligi-
bility of the dependent must submit evidence 
ueiure me aepenoent can become eligible 
again 
3 Waiting Period for New Hired Employees* An individ-
ual whose date of employment is after the original 
effective date of the Policyholder's plan, will be eligi-
ble for coverage on the first nearest billing date follow-
ing 60 days of employment and will upon written 
application, be effective on that monthly billing date 
4 Waiver of Insurance 
A All employees eligible for coverage must apply 
Those employees who have coverage through 
other sources must complete an appropriate 
waiver form 
5 Evidence of Insurability 
A Any employee who does not apply for coverage or 
who completes a waiver form excluding him from 
coverage within 31 days after the date of eligibility 
must submit evidence of insurability satisfactory 
to the Company before the Employee can become 
eligible again 
B The Company will reguire evidence of insurability 
at the time of eligibility described above and, if 
such evidence Is not satisfactory, the Company 
has the right to decline coverage to the employee 
and his dependents 
6 Termination: The insurance benefits of an insured 
person shall automatically terminate on the earliest of 
the following dates 
A The date of termination of the Policy 
B The date the Employer or an insured employee 
fails to satisfy the eligibility provision, described 
under "EMPLOYEE ELIGIBILITY", of this Policy 
C The date the Employer or an insured employee 
fails to satisfy the eligibility provision, described 
under ' EMPLOYEE ELIGIBILITY", of this Policy 
D The date of termination of the Employer in the 
Policy due to cancellation for non-payment of pre-
miums by the Employer 
E The date the Employer discontinues or suspends 
active business operations or is placed in bank-
ruptcy or receivership or the date the Employer 
loses its status as a business entity by means of 
dissolution, merger, or otherwise 
F The date that the Employer does not meet the 
designated participation reguirements under the 
Policy 
G The date of termination of active employment of 
the insured employee with the Employer except 
(1) An insured employee who ceases active work 
because of injury or sickness will nevertheless 

page, Eligibility Section, of the Policy I or the purpose of 
pregnancy benefits, insured person shall mean the female 
employee or spouse of an insured employee 
Spouse: The term "spouse"' means the spouse of the 
insured under a legally valid existing marriage between 
persons of the opposite sex wherein there exists a valid 
license or certificate of marriage 
Child: The term "child" means the insured's natural child, 
stop child, or legally adopted child 
Custodial Care: The term "custodial care" means any 
expenses incurred for accommodations (including room 
and board and other institutional services) and nursing 
services for a person because of age or other mental or 
physical condition primarily to assist the person in daily 
living 
Usual, Reasonable, and Customary: The term "usual, 
reasonable, and customary charge" whenever used in this 
Policy, means the amount charged for services and supp-
lies is the usual charge made by the provider for a like 
service or supply in the absence of insurance This charge 
is made for a similar service or supply furnished to per-
sons of similar age, sex, income, and medical condition, 
but not exceeding the general level of charges for a dis-
ease or injury of comparable severity and nature, made by 
other providers within the state of domicile of the 
Employer 
Experimental Treatment: The term "experimental treat-
ment" shall mean that medical treatment together with 
related treatment which is not medically essential to a 
person's care and not a valid course of treatment recog-
nized by the American Medical Association or by another 
medical society recognized by the Company including, 
but not limited to, acupuncture treatment, biofeedback 
therapy, experimental neo-natal treatment, heart trans-
plant surgery and/or artificial heart implant surgery 
24 Hour Coverage: The term "24-hour coverage" as used 
herein means benefits will be payable as outlined in this 
certificate for injury or sickness arising out of or in the 
course of employment This coverage must be selected 
and premiums paid by the Employer for this coverage to 
be effective 
Expense Incurred* The term "expense incurred" means 
only the fees and prices regularly charged for the medical 
services and supplies generally furnished for cases of 
comparable nature and severity in the particular geogra-
phical area concerned Any agreement as to fees or 
charges made between the individual and the doctor shall 
not bind the Company in determining its liability with 
respect to exponse incurred Expense incurred is doomed 
to be incurred on the date on which the service or supply 
which gives rise to the expense or charge is rendered or 
obtained 
Pregnancy: The term "pregnancy" includes (1) all preg-
cdtions diistny wholly from those conditions 
Injury: The term "injury" means accidental physical dam-
age to the body All accidental bodily injuries sustained as 
a result of the same accident shall be considered the same 
injury 
Accidental Injury: The term "accidental injury" means 
unintentional physical damage to the body resulting from 
an unforeseen, unexpected event involving an external 
force, object temperature, or hazardous substance An 
injury resulting from normal body movement, such as 
stooping, bending, twisting, or chewing is not considered 
as accidental injury 
Sickness: The term "sickness" means illness or disease 
All sickness due to the same or related causes, contracted 
after the dateof eligibility of the Insured Person including 
all recurrences thereof, shall be considered the same 
sickness or disease 
Short Stay Maternity: The term "short stay maternity" 
means a confinement of 24 hours or less in any licensed 
facility such as a birthing center, birthing room, out-
patient or in-patient facility, where care and treatment of 
newborn child delivery is provided 
Employer: The term "employer" as referred to herein shall 
mean any corporation, partnership or sole proprietorship 
operating as a business entity actually doing business on 
a continuing basis that has entered into an agreement, by 
signing a participating employers subscription agree-
ment, and is an active participant in Inter-Mountain 
Employers Trust The participating employer is not and 
shall not be considered or construed to be an agent or 
representative of the Company or the Policyholder 
Billing Date: The term "billing date" refers to the day of the 
month on which the employers premium becomes due 
This date is shown on the participating employer s adop-
tion agreement 
Master Policy: The "Master Policy" shall be the policy of 
insurance issued by the Company to the Policyholder 
Dentist: The term * dentist' means a duly licensed dentist 
legally entitled to practice dentistry at the time and place 
services are performed 
GENERAL 
EXCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
Exclusions: The benefits described in this policy do not 
cover 
t Services supplies or treatment provided prior to the 
effective date of the insured person's coverage under 
this Policy and services, supplies, or treatment pro-
vided after the dale of termination of the insured per-
son's coverage under this Policy 
exceed six months from tne aare suon wum 
ceased or until his Employer, acting in nucor-
dance with rules precluding individual selec-
tion, discontinues such insured employee's 
insurance by notifying the Company to that 
effect by discontinuing premium payments for 
such insurance, whichever occurs first 
(?) Whore an insured employee ceases active 
work with his Employer for any other reason 
including temporary layoff, leave of absence 
or transfer to a part-time basis, termination of 
employment shal l be deemed to have 
occurred no later than 31 days following the 
date of cessation of active full-time work 
H The entering date into the military of any country 
I The date of eligibility for Medicare, except in the 
case that 20 or more eligible employee's are 
employed by the Employer 
J The insurance for any person insured as a depend-
ent shall automatically terminate on the date he 
ceases to qualify as a dependent, as defined herein 
under ' GENERAL INFORMATION ' 
K The date of receipt by the Company of a written 
request from the Policyholder to cancel such insu-
rance due to cancellation by the employee of his 
payroll deduction order 
L The date the employee ceases to be a member of a 
class of employees eligible for coverage 
M The date a Dependent as defined herein becomes 
eligible for insurance as an employee under this 
policy 
EMPLOYER TERMINATION 
An employer will cease to be a participating employer, as 
described herein, and all insurance coverages will termi-
nate automatically under this policy on whichever of the 
following dates is first to occur 
1 The date of termination of this policy 
2 The date the employer does not meet the definition of 
a participating employer, described under 'DEFINI-
TIONS', of this policy 
3 The date the employer fails to satisfy the eligibility 
provision, described under "EMPLOYEE ELIGIBIL-
ITY , of this policy 
4 The date the employer is deemed to be terminated for 
non-payment of premiums 
5 The date the employer discontinues or suspends 
active business operations or is placed in bankruptcy 
or receivership or the date the employer loses Its 
status as a business entity by means of dissolution, 
merger, or otherwise 
Dy amenomem xo ims punuy 
7 The date that the employer does not meet the required 
participation designated under "EMPLOYER ELIGI-
BILITY" Section ot the policy 
DEFINITIONS 
Hospital: The term "hospital" as used herein shall mean a 
lawfully operated institution, duly licensed in its domicil-
iary state and operating within the scope of such license, 
for the care and treatment of sick and injured persons 
Physician: The term "physician" shall mean a person who 
is licensed to practice medicine or is a doctor of osteo-
pathy While acting within the scope of his license and to 
the extent that benefits are provided, physician shall also 
include a person licensed to practice as a dentist, as a 
podiatrist, as a chiropractor, as an optometrist, as a chi-
ropodist, or other practitioner of the healing arts, and duly 
certified licensed psychologist or any duly certified social 
worker Physician, as defined herein, shall not include the 
insured individual or any of his dependents or any person 
who is the spouse, parent, child, brother or sister of such 
insured individual or his dependents 
In-Patient: The term "in-patient" shall mean that an indi-
vidual has been assigned to a bed in the hospital other 
than the out-patient department and a charge for bed and 
board has been made by the hospital 
Intensive Care Accommodation: The term "intensive care 
accommodation" as used herein shall mean a section, 
ward, or wing within a hospital which is operated exclu-
sively for critically ill patients and provides special supp-
lies, equipment, and constant supervision and care by a 
registered nurse or other highly trained hospital person-
nel, but, shall not include any hospital facility maintained 
for the purpose of providing normal postoperative recov-
ery treatment or service 
Pre-Existing Condition: The term "pre-existing condi-
tion" means (a) the existence of symptoms of a medical 
condition, the magnitude of which would cause a person 
to seek advice, diagnosis, care or treatment, whether or 
not such medical condition is diagnosed or treated, within 
a six (6) month period prior to the effective date of cover-
age of the insured person or, (b) a condition for which 
medical advice or treatment was recommended by a phy-
sician within a six (6) month period prior to the effective 
date of coverage of the insured person or, (c) a condition 
for which advice, treatment, services, medication, or 
drugs was received or recommended within a six (6) 
month period prior to the effective date of coverage of the 
insured person 
Insured Person: The term "insured person" as referred 
herein, shall mean any insured employee or his eligible 
of weak, strained or flat feet or instability or imbalance 
of the feet, or any tarsalgia, metatarsalgia or bunion, 
other than operations involving the exposure of 
bones, tendons or ligaments, treatment (including 
cutting or removal by any method) of toenails, or 
superficial lesions of the feet including corns, cal-
louses and hyperkeratoses, other than the removal of 
nail matrix or root, are not covered under this policy 
Additionally, such operations outlined above that are 
eligible will not be covered until the insured person 
has been enrolled for nine (9) consecutive months 
28 Charges for prescription expenses for drugs and med-
icines requiring a physician's written prescription, and 
injectible insulin prescribed by a physician, (if Pres-
cription Drugs Benefit is selected and premiums are 
paid by the Employer for this coverage) 
Limitations. The following Limitations apply 
1 Tonsillectomies, adenoidectomies, tympanostomy or 
myringotomy (insertion of ear tube), whether due to 
sickness or accident, are not covered until the insured 
person has been enrolled for nine (9) consecutive 
months 
2 Reconstructive knee procedures, including, but not 
limited to. diagnostic arthroscopy and related proce-
dures, whether due to sickness or accident, are not 
covered until the insured person has been enrolled for 
nine (9) consecutive months 
3 Treatment for hernia, including, but not limited to the 
repair thereof, whether due to sickness or accident, 
are not covered until the insured person has been 
enrolled for nine (9) consecutive months 
4 Submucous resection (resection of the nasal turbi-
nates) and any treatment for deviated septum, 
whether due to sickness or accident, are not covered 
until the insured person has been enrolled for nine (9) 
consecutive months 
5 Hysterectomies are not covered until the insured per-
son has been enrolled for nine (9) consecutive 
months 
6 Sterilization procedures, including, but not limited to 
vasectomy and tubal ligation, are not covered until the 
insured person has been enrolled for nine (9) consec-
utive months 
7 The maximum eligible charges for treatment of an 
individual by methods of specific adjustment or 
manipulation of the articulations and tissues of the 
body, including modalities, are limited to (1)* $25 00 
ppr visit, (b) no more than one visit per day, (c) no 
more than twenty (20) visits per calendar year 
8 Services or supplies provided in connection with the 
treatment or removal of moles or warts or lesions are 
not covered until the insured person has been enrolled 
purposes only, shall not be covered at any time. 
9. Treatment for infertility, including laporoscopy, labor-
atory testing, x-rays, drugs, surgery, or any treatment 
for infertility will not be covered until the insured per-
son has been enrolled for nine consecutive months. 
Procedures for diagnostic purposes only, shall not be 
covered at any time. 
10. Benefits for charges attributable to the diagnosis and 
treatment of the jaw; jaw surgery, including, but not 
limited to osteotomy, temporo-mandibular joint syn-
drome, implants of the jaw, orthognathic surgery or 
alveolectomy, shall not exceed $1,000 during the 
insured person's lifetime, except that those expenses 
incurred as a result of such surgery occasioned by 
injury will be covered If the injury occurs while the 
insured person's insurance is in force. 
11. The Company will pay 50%, in lieu of the insured 
percentage (specified in the Schedule of Benefits) for 
analysis, care or treatment of mental illness, func-
tional nervous disorders or any cause or psychoana-
lytic care for any reason, or for alcoholism, chemical 
or substance abuse, with such charges not to exceed 
$2,000 in any one calendar year. In-patient treatment 
of the above mental or nervous disorders shall be 
limited to $15,000 for all such expenses incurred dur-
ing the insured person's lifetime. 
12. Benefits for expenses for services provided by a 
legally qualified physician or qualified speech thera-
pist will be limited to treatment for restoratory or reha-
bilitory speech therapy for speech loss or impairment 
due to an illness, other than a functional nervous dis-
order, or to surgery on account of an illness. If the 
speech loss or impairment is due to a congenital 
anomaly, surgery to correct the anomaly must have 
been performed prior to the therapy. 
"Qualified Speech Therapist" means a speech thera-
pist who has a master's degree in speech pathology, 
who has completed a supervised internship and who is 
licensed by the state in which he performs his servi-
ces, if that state required licensing 
13. Benefits for expenses for services provided by a 
legally qualified physician for a Second Surgical 
Opinion will be limited to $100 per consultation. 
14. Benefits for expenses for Home Health Care will be 
limited to $40 per visit at the insured percentage speci-
fied in the Schedule of Benefits, not to exceed one 
hundred (100) visits in each calendar year. 
15. Benefits for expenses for services, supplies or accom-
modations provided in connection with organ trans-
plants or mechanical implants will be limited to $50,000 
lor all such expenses, provided such services are not 
deemed to be experimental by the medical profession. 
full-time employment, for which the insured person i& 
considered to be eligible by the state statute for work-
men s compensation, employer's liability or similar 
laws This exclusion does not apply in the event that 24 
hour coverage is selected and premiums are paid by 
the Employer 
3 Hospital confinement, services, supplies or treatment 
paid for or provided by any agency of the United 
States Government for any state or political subdivi-
sion or provided by or in a hospital operated by any 
agency of the United States Government or any state 
or political subdivision 
4 Services, supplies, or treatment covered under the 
st,ate statute for no-fault auto insurance This exclu-
sion shall apply whether or not the insured person 
claims or obtains benefits under such coverage and 
whether or not the insured person, if eligible, makes 
application for such coverage 
5 Pre-existing conditions, or sickness or injury directly 
resulting from or related to such pre-existing condi-
tions, until the insured person has been covered under 
this policy for nine (9) consecutive months SEE DEFI-
NITION OF 'PRE-EXISTING CONDITION" UNDER 
•DEFINITIONS" HEREIN 
6 Injury or sickness resulting from war or any act of war 
whether declared or undeclared 
7 An insured person while serving in the military of any 
country 
8 An injury suffered as the result of an act of aggression 
committed by the insured employee or by the insured 
employee's dependent upon another person 
9 Injury or sickness resulting from any attempt at sui-
cide or from any intentionally self-inflicted injury, 
whether the insured is sane or insane 
10 Medical care or treatment services or supplies for 
which charges are made by a nursing home, rest home 
or similar establishment 
11 Medical services which are not incident to and neces-
sary for the treatment of injury or sickness or which 
are not usual customary and reasonable for the treat-
ment of injury or sickness 
12 Any loss to which a contributing cause was the 
insured s commission of or attempt to commit a felony 
or to which a contributing cause was the insureds 
being engaged in an illegal occupation 
13 Maternity benefits, or complications therefrom 
unless maternity benefits are selected and premiums 
are paid by the Employer 
14 Hospital confinement, services, supplies for treatment 
incurred as a result of a confinement for which the 
orimary purpose as "custodial care", or for' diagnos-
governmental authority) or medical examinations or 
diagnostic tests not connected with the care and treat-
ment of an actual sickness or injury 
16 Any bodily Injury or sickness for which the person on 
whom the claim is presented is not under the care of a 
physician 
17 Obesity surgery, including all surgical procedures 
incidental thereto, or complications therefrom, or any 
services, supplies or accommodations provided in 
connection with reduction of weight 
18 Any supplies or services (a) for which no charge Is 
made, or (b) for which the individual is not required to 
pay 
19 Any supplies or services provided by a health care 
provider who is a member of the insured individual's 
immediate family or household 
20 Reversals of sterilization procedures are not covered 
21 Cosmetic or plastic surgery and complications there-
from, including such surgery performed for psycho-
logical reason, except that those expenses incurred as 
a result of such surgery occasioned by accidental 
injury will be covered if the injury occurs while the 
insured person's insurance is m force 
22 Dental x-ray, dental services (including orthodontic 
services and oral surgery) performed on or to the 
teeth, nerves within the teeth, gingivae, or alveolar 
processes (except for tumors or cysts) shall not be 
covered, except that those expenses incurred as a 
result of accidental injury to sound natural teeth will 
be covered if the injury occurs while the insurance is in 
force 
23 Contact lenses, eyeglasses, or the fitting thereof, vis-
ual analysis or testing or visual acuity, Including 
refraction, biomicroscopy, field charging, aniseikonic 
investigation, orthoptic training, visual training, ser-
vicing of visual corrective devices, or consultations 
related to such services 
24 Hearing aid or devices used to aid hearing, or the 
fitting thereof, routine hearing tests, routine audio-
metric testing 
25 Replacement of casts, splints, trusses, braces, 
crutches, and artificial limbs and eyes that existed 
prior to the insured person's effective date of 
coverage 
26 Any procedures or methods of treatment or related 
charges which are experimental or which are not gen-
erally accepted by the medical profession Including, 
but not limited to, acupuncture treatment, biofeed-
back therapy, experimental neo-natal treatment, heart 
transplant surgery and/or artificial heart implant 
surgery 
which case, benefits payable are those therein 
stated) 
(8) Reasonable charges, not to exceed the 
amount listed in the limitations section of this 
Policy, for a second consultation with a Board 
Certified Surgeon, when an insured individual 
has received a recommendation to have 
surgery 
(9) Reasonable charges for pre-surgical labora-
tory tests performed on an Insured individual 
prior to confinement, provided the tests are 
related to surgery, the tests have been ordered 
by a physician after surgery has been con-
firmed, and the insured individual is subse-
quently admitted to the hospital, unless 
conf inement is cancel led or postponed 
because a hospital bed is unavailable or 
because there is a change in the health condi-
tion which precludes surgery 
G Local professional ambulance service to the near-
est hospital equipped to treat the patient, not to 
exceed 75 miles and charges for air ambulance not 
to exceed the amount shown in the Schedule of 
Benefits 
H Usual, reasonable and customary charges made 
by an anesthetist or anesthesiologist for anesthe-
sia and the cost of its administration, but not to 
exceed 50% of the amount allowed for the actual 
surgical procedure 
I Eligible charges for home health care, not to 
exceed the amounts shown in the Limitations sec-
tion of this Policy and the Maximum Benefit listed 
in the Schedule of Benefits, will include charges 
which 
(1) are medically necessary for the treatment of 
an insured individual who is totally disabled 
and who, in the opinion of the attending physi-
cian would otherwise have been confined as a 
registered bed patient in a hospital or skilled 
nursing facility provided (a) the insured indi-
vidual is under the direct care of a legally qual-
ified physician, (b) the plan of treatment 
covering the home health care is established 
in writing by the attending physician prior to 
commencement of such treatment (c) the 
p\an of treatment covering home health care JS 
certified by the attending physician at least 
once every month, and (d) themsured individ-
ual is examined by the attending physician 
once every 60 days 
(2) are provided by a home health agency which 
is an agency or organization meeting the fol-
lowing requirements (a) it is pr imari ly 
health agency and is duly licensed, if such 
licensing Is required, by the appropriate 
licensing authority to provide nursing and 
other therapeutic services as listed In (3) 
below, (b) its professional service policies are 
established by a professional group asso-
ciated with such agency or organization 
Including at least one legally qualified physi-
cian and at least one registered nurse (R N ), 
to govern the services proflded (c) it provides 
for full time supervision of such services by a 
legally qualified physician or registered nurse 
(R N ), (d) it maintains a complete medical 
record of each patient, and (e) it has an 
administrator 
(3) are incurred for one or more of the following 
(a) part time or intermittent nursing care, by a 
licensed practical nurse (L P N ), (b) part time 
or intermittent Home Health Care Aide servi-
ces, (c) social work, performed by a licensed 
social worker if licensing is required by the 
state in which the social work is performed (if 
licensing is not required by the state, the 
social worker must have at least a Masters 
Degree in social work with one or more years 
of clinical social work experience 
EXCLUSIONS No home health care benefits will 
be paid for services performed by members of the 
insured's immediate family or any person residing 
with the insured, or for general housekeeping ser-
vices, or for services for custodial care 
(APPLICABLE TO FLEX-MED PLAN NUMBER 1) 
SUPPLEMENTAL ACCIDENT EXPENSE BENEFIT 
If, due to an accidental injury, an insured person requires 
A Medical treatment by a legally qualified physician 
and med ica l suppl ies p r e s c r i b e d by such 
physician, 
B Hospital confinement and necessary services in a 
hospital, 
C Laboratory or X-ray examinations, or 
D Services of a registered or graduate nurse, 
the company will pay the eligible portion of the expense 
for such treatment and services which is in excess of the 
total amount paid for such treatment and services under 
all other provisions of this policy and which is actually 
incurred within 90 days from the date of the accident, up 
to the applicable maximum Supplemental Accident 
Expense Benefit shown in the Schedule of Benefits for 
any one accident 
MAJOR MEDICAL EXPENSE BENEFIT 
If as a result of an injury or sickness, an insured person 
incurs enginle expenses, ihe Company shall pay the 
applicable insured percentageouthned in the Schedule of 
Benefits which exceeds the deductible, up to the aggre-
gate maximum benefit allowed 
1 Aggregate Maximum Benefit: The Aggregate Maxi-
mum Benefit payable under these provisions for all 
injuries and sicknesses of an insured person is the 
amount outlined in the Schedule of Benefits 
2 Deductible 
A The Deductible will apply as provided herein to the 
claims of each insured person provided that all 
el igible expenses are incurred in the same 
calendar year, except as modified in Deductible 
Carryover and Deductible Waiver 
B Deductible Carryover Charges incurred during 
October, November and December of the preced-
ing calendar year, which were used solely to 
satisfy the deductible in whole or in part may be 
carried forward to satisfy the deductible in the 
succeeding calendar year (Policy must have been 
in force at the time such expenses were incurred ) 
C Deductible Waiver The deductible amount out-
lined in the Schedule of Benefits will not apply and 
will be waived for the following 
(1) Expenses incurred as a result of accidental 
injury as defined herein 
(2) Expenses incurred for pre-surgical laboratory 
tests 
(3) Expenses incurred for a second surgical 
opinion 
D When the maximum number of deductibles shown 
on the Schedule of Benefits page per family have 
been satisfied in any one calendar year, as pro-
vided herein no further deductible shall apply for 
that family to cover eligible expenses incurred the-
reafter during the remainder of that calendar year 
E Common Accident In the case of a common acci-
dent involving one or more family members, only 
one deductible will apply 
3 Covered Eligible Expenses* Usual customary, and 
reasonable charges as determined by the Company, 
for the followmq necessary medical care and treat-
ment services and supplies 
A Hospital room and board (including all customary 
daily services) The room and board charge shall 
be limited to a semi private room accommodation 
B Intensive care room and board, not to exceed the 
amount shown on the Schedule of Benefits page 
continea in me nu^ . .u . ~_ _ 
in the hospital as an out-patient 
D. Medical care and treatment, including surgery, by 
a l icensed physic ian or surgeon Surqery 
hereunder includes surgical services performed 
by a primary surgeon to the extent that such servi-
ces constitute accepted and approved procedures 
which are medically necessary for care and treat-
ment of the sickness or injury Services performed 
by an assistant surgeon are covered under this 
policy only to the extent that such services are 
medically necessary as contemplated hereina-
bove, provided, however, that the services of an 
assistant surgeon shall not be covered under this 
policy when the hospital provides or makes availa-
ble qualified staff personnel (including providers 
in training status) as surgical assistants 
E Nursing services by a registered nurse (R N ), or 
licensed practical nurse (L P N ), other than one 
who ordinarily resides in the insured's home or 
who is a member of the insured employee's family 
F The medical care and treatment, services and 
supplies specified below when prescribed by a 
legally qualified physician or surgeon 
(1) Physiotherapy rendered by a physiotherapist 
other than one who ordinarily resides in the 
insured employee's home or who is a member 
of the insured employee's family 
(2) X-ray treatment, X-ray examinations and 
radioactive therapy 
(3) Blood or blood plasma and the administration 
thereof, that cannot be replaced 
(4) Casts, splints, trusses, braces, crutches, and 
artificial limbs and eyes, shall be provided to 
an insured employee for loss which occurs 
while insurance under this Policy is in force, 
provided, however, that the treatment or 
procedure contemplated herein be accomp-
lished while insurance under this Policy is in 
force utilizing medical equipment and artifi-
cial limbs which are standard and customary 
basic units 
(5) Oxygen and rental of oxygen equipment 
(6) Rental of a wheelchair, special hospital bed, 
iron lung and other mechanical equipment 
necessary for treatment Benefits shall be paid 
hereunder for a period not to exceed ninety 
(90) days 
(7) Drugs and medicines which bear the legend 
"Caution, Federal Law Prohibits Dispensing 
Without a Prescription", (unless Prescription 
— 19 — 
If an insured person is covered for health or dental care 
benefits under more than one plan the benefits payable 
(as previously described) for him under this plan will be 
coordinated with the benefits for him under all other 
plans in the manner and only to the extent described 
below 
1 Effect on Benefits 
All of an insured persons Allowable Expenses' 
incurred during a Claim Determination Period will 
be measured against the total amount of benefits 
which would otherwise have been payable for those 
expenses under ail plans had those plans contained 
no coordination provision (or other provision of sim-
ilar purpose) 
if the amount of those benefits exceed the amount of 
those allowable expenses than any benefits other 
wise payable under this plan for those expenses will 
be reduced However this reduction will be made only 
to the extent necessary so that the reduced benefits 
under this plan when taken together with the benefits 
payable under all other plans, do not exceed the 
amount of those allowable expenses 
In making this reduction, the Company will ignore the 
benefits payable under any other plan which contains 
a provision coordinating its benefits with the benefits 
of this plan but only 
A If that provision required that other plan to deter-
mine its benefits after the benefits of this plan, and 
B If the rules described below require the Company 
to determine the benefits of this plan before the 
other plan 
When this reduction is made each benefit that would 
have been payable in the absence of this provision will 
be reduced proportionately and the reduced amount 
will be charged against any applicable benefit limit of 
this plan 
2 Rules for Order of Benefit Determination 
The following rules will be applied by the Company to 
establish the order of benefit determination 
A A Plan covering a person as a dependent deter-
mines its benefits for him after a Plan which covers 
him other than as a dependent 
B The benefits of a Plan which covers the person on 
whose expenses claim is based as a dependent of a 
male person shall be determined before the benef-
its of a Plan which covers such person as a 
dependent of a female person except that in the 
case of a person for whom claim is made as a 
dependent child 
(1) When the parents are separated or divorced 
and the parent with custody of the child has 
covers me cnno «r> d ULPLHUI m ui UK JAIU » t 
with custody of the child will be determined 
before the benefits of a Plan which covers the 
child as a dependent of the parent without 
custody 
(2) When the parents are divorced and the parent 
with custody of the child has remarried, the 
benefits of a Plan which covers the child as a 
dependent of the parent with custody shall be 
determined before the benefits of a Plan which 
covers that child as a dependent of the step-
parent, and the benefits of a Plan which covers 
that child as a dependent of the stepparent will 
be determined before the benefits of the par-
ent without custody 
Notwithstanding (1) and (2) above, if there is a 
court decree which would otherwise establish 
financial responsibility for the medical, dental 
or other health care expenses with respect to 
the child, the benefits of a Plan which covers 
the child as a dependent of the parent with 
such financial responsibility shall be deter-
mined before the benefits of any other Plan 
which covers the child as a dependent child 
C When rules A and B do not establish an order of 
benefit determination, the benefits of a Plan which 
has covered the person on whose expenses claim 
is based for the longer period of time shall be 
determined before the benefits of a Plan which has 
covered such person the shorter period of time 
3 Definitions: Coordination of Benefits 
A ' Plan" includes any program of health or dental 
insurance benefits or services, which is provided 
through any one or more of the following 
(1) insurance, whether on a group, blanket, or 
franchise basis 
(2) service benefits whether through a hospital or 
medical service organization or other party 
providing prepaid health dental or related 
services, if provided through a group or in 
c o n n e c t i o n w i th a g roup r e m i t t a n c e 
arrangement 
(3) any program of benefits or service provided 
through or required by statute includingcom-
pulsory no-fault automobile insurance For 
the purpose of this provision, benefits or servi-
ces will be deemed to be "providing benefits" 
in the event coverage under the compulsory 
no-fault statute has lapsed or is not in force 
(4) any other program whether on an insured or 
uninsured basis which provides benefits or 
services for individuals on a group basis 
A Expenses incurred for aentai surgery, ucmaiu *-«» 
ment or dental X-rays, except for accidental injury 
to sound natural teeth occurring while insurance 
with respect to the insured is in force 
B Eye refractions, eye glasses, contact lenses or the 
fitting of eye glasses or contact lenses 
C Injury or sickness arising out of or in the course of 
employment 
D For any limitations outlined under "EXCLUSIONS 
AND LIMITATIONS" 
(APPLICABLE TO FLEX-MED PLANS 2, 3 & 4) 
ACCIDENTAL EXPENSE BENEFIT 
If, due to an accidental injury, an insured person requires 
1 Medical treatment by a legally qualified physician and 
medical supplies prescribed by such physician, 
2 Hospital confinement and necessary services in a 
hospital, 
3 Laboratory or x-ray examinations, or 
4 Services of a registered or graduate nurse, 
the Company will pay the applicable percentage as shown 
in the Schedule of Benefits page of the eligible portion of 
the expenses for such treatment and services which is 
actually incurred within 90 days from the date of the 
accident 
Benefits for expenses hereunder are either not provided 
and/or are limited as outlined under General Exclusions 
and Limitations 
MATERNITY EXPENSE BENEFIT 
1 Benefits If Covered Expense for pregnancy are in-
curred for an insured female employee or spouse 
(dependent children of insured employees are not 
eligible for benefits hereunder) while she is insured 
under this coverage, the Company will pay the appro-
priate Insured Percentage shown in the Schedule of 
Benefits of the Eligible Expenses which exceed the 
deductible amount 
2 Eligibility: To be eligible for Maternity Expense Bene-
fit, the following conditions must apply 
A The Employer must select maternity benefits and 
pay premium for this coverage 
B The pregnancy must have commenced on or after 
the effective date of the insured s maternity 
coverage 
age for not less man nine muiim* ..w.., ,,.^ „ . 
date of maternity coverage and maternity coverage 
must be in force at the time of termination of 
pregnancy , n the evpnt of an early termination of 
pregnancy due to miscarriage, the nine month 
waiting period shall not apply, assuming that the 
pregnancy commenced on or after the effective 
date of the insured s maternity coverage 
Eligible Expenses: Shall include usual, reasonable 
and customary charges actually made for the insured 
A Mother 
1 Hospital room and board 
2 Other hospital services and supplies which are 
provided during hospital confinement 
3 Services of doctors for obstetrical or surgical 
procedures 
B Newborn Child 
1 Routine nursery charges made by the hospital 
for a ' well newborn" infant for a maximum of 
three days from the date of birth (Not appli-
cable on short-stay confinements ) 
Termination* When an insured persons coverage 
terminates as described in the General Information 
pages Termination section, Maternity Expense Bene-
fits will also terminate Maternity Expense Benefits 
can be continued, upon termination of employment, 
by making application for a Conversion Policy 
Conversion: To be eligible for maternity benefits on an 
existing pregnancy under a Conversion Policy, the 
following conditions must apply 
A The Employer must have selected maternity 
benefits and must have paid premiums for this 
coverage 
B Applications for conversion must be made to the 
Company and premiums received within 31 days 
from the date of termination 
C Conception must have occurred prior to the date 
of termination and while the policy was in force 
Refer to Conversion Privilege 
Limitations: See General Exclusions and Limitations. 
policy wiifim j i uays or mo u<no or icunin<niun or inn> 
qroup policy 
3 Termination of this qroup policy was not due to failure 
on your part to make the required contributions to 
your employer for the qroup coverage, or failure of 
your employer to remit premium payments which 
resulted in termination of the policy 
4 You are not or could not be covered by Medicare or are 
not covered by similar benefits which, the benefits of 
the converted policy, would result in "over insurance" 
If you qualify for conversion as outlined above, you must 
mtike application and make the first premium for conver-
sion with the Company within 31 days of the date of 
termination of (his group insurance policy 
Your insurance will be effective on the day following the 
date of termination providing application for conversion 
is made to the Company and the first premium is paid 
within 31 days of the date of your termination from this 
group policy 
Tins privilege of obtaining a converted policy under the 
conditions described above is available to an insured 
spouse if covered as a dependent under a coverage from 
which conversion may be made, in any of these 
circumstances 
1 If that spouse's insurance as a dependent under that 
coverage is terminated because of the employee's 
death, or 
2 If the employee dies within the 31 day period during 
which he was entitled to convert (but in this case 
applications must be made by a surviving spouse dur-
ing the balance of the period in which the employee 
would otherwise have been entitled to convert) 
3 The spouse no longer qualifies as a dependent, as 
defined herein 
The privilege of obtaining a converted policy under the 
conditions described above for an employee is available 
to his dependent child when insurance under a coverage 
from which conversion may be made is terminated for that 
child because he reached that maximum age for depend-
ent children under that coverage, or the death of the 
insured employee 
Dental Expense Benefits and Prescription Drug Expense 
Benefits and Medicare Supplement Benefits cannot be 
converted 
For benefits available under the Conversion Privilege and 
the applicable rates contact the home office of the 
Company 
Applicable to those lJeu>ow> bb redis ut aye ut ukici 
(If the Employer has 19 or Less Eligible Employees) 
Upon termination of the previously described coverages, 
as outlined in the General Information pages, Termina-
tion section, an insured person will become eligible only 
for the Medicare Supplement Benefits Plan 
To become insured under this plan, the participating 
employer must notify the Policyholder that the insured 
person wishes to be covered for the Medicare Supplement 
Benefits Plan 
Further details regarding the benefits under the Medicare 
Supplement Benefits Plan can be obtained from the 
Company or the Policyholder 
CLAIMS 
Notice of Claim: Written notice of claim must be given to 
the Company within 20 days after the occurrence of the 
loss covered by this policy Failure to give notice within 20 
days shall not invalidate or reduce any claim if It shall be 
shown not to have been reasonably possible to give such 
notice within the required time and that notice was given 
as soon as was reasonably possible Notice given by or on 
behalf of an insured person or his beneficiary if any, to the 
Company, with information sufficient to identify the 
insured person, shall be deemed notice to the Company 
In no event, however, shall any claim be honored where 
notice is given later than twelve months (12) after the 
occurrence of the loss 
Claim Forms: The Company, upon receipt of a notice of 
claim, will furnish to the claimant such forms as are usu-
ally furnished by it for filing proofs of a loss If such forms 
are not furnished within 15 days after the giving of such 
notice, the claimant shall be deemed to have complied 
with the requirements of the policy as to proof of loss 
upon submitting, within the time fixed in this policy for 
filing proofs of loss, written proof covering the occur-
rence, together with written proof of the character and the 
extent of the loss for which the claim is made 
Proofs of Loss: Written proof of loss must be furnished to 
the Company at its office in case of claim for loss for 
which this policy provides any periodic payment conting-
ent upon continuing loss within 90 days after the date of 
such loss Failure to furnish such proof within the time 
required shall not invalidate or reduce any claim if it was 
not reasonably possible to give proof within such time, 
provided such proof is furnished as soon as reasonably 
possible In no event, however, shall any claim be honored 
where proof of loss is furnished later than twelve (12) 
months after the occurrence of the loss 
Time of Payment of Claims: Benefits payable under this 
policy for any loss other than loss for which this policy 
provides any periodic payment will be paid immediately 
benefits or services is considered a separate Plan, 
and that portion of any such Plan which reserves 
the right to consider other Plan benefits, when 
determining its benefits will be considered as a 
separate Plan from that portion which does not 
R This Plan" means the Policy under which the pre-
viously described coverages for health care 
expense benefits are provided but excludes any of 
those coverages which, as indicated in the insu-
rance Schedule are not subject to this Coordina-
tion of Benefits provision If the previously 
described coverages are provided under more 
than one Policy, whenever this Coordination of 
Benefits provision is applied to the coverages 
under any one of those Policies, the coverages 
under each of the other Policies will be considered 
another Plan 
C An * Allowable Fxpense is any necessary, reaso-
nable and customary item of expense which is 
covered wholly or partially, under at least one of 
the Plans covering the person for whom claim is 
made (The reasonable case value of any benefit 
provided in the form of a service is considered both 
an Allowable Expense and a benefit paid ) 
D A Claim Determination Period) is a calendar year, 
excluding any part of that year during which the 
porson for whom claim is made has not been 
covered under this Plan and at least one other Plan 
(not including any other Plan issued by the Com-
pany to the Policyholder) 
Benefits ' payable" under any Plan include the 
benefits that would have been payable if claim for 
them had duly been made 
A Obtaining and Releasing Information 
Without the consent of or notice to any person, the 
Company may obtain or release information with 
respect to any person when it considers it necessary, 
to do so to apply and implement this Coordination of 
Benefits provision (or a provision of similar purpose 
under another Plan) Any person claiming benefits 
under this Plan is required to furnish the Company 
with any such information which may be needed for 
that purpose 
5 Facility of Payment 
Whenever it is determined that a payment which was 
made under another Plan should have been made 
undnr this Plan in accordance with this Coordination 
of Benefits provision the Company will have the right 
(exercisable by it alone and its sole discretion) to pay 
over to the organization making that payment any 
appropriate amount 
ble expenseb «i« 
any time than the maximum amount of payment 
required to satisfy the intent of the Coordination of 
Benefits provision at that time, the Company will have 
the right to recover the excess paid from one or more 
of the following, as the Company determines any 
person to, for, or with respect to whom those pay-
ments were made, any other insurance companies, 
any other organizations 
7. Subrogation 
In consideration of payments made by the Company 
under this Policy, the insured employee assigns to the 
Company, to the extent of such payments only, all 
claims the insured employee has, may have, or shall 
have against any third party, and the Company shall 
be subrogated to the extent of such payments to the 
proceeds of any settlement or judgment that might 
result from the exercise of such claims by the insured 
employee 
Additionally, the Company shall be subrogated in 
place of the insured employee to pursue the insured 
employee's claim against any person or entity to the 
extent of the Company's payments 
The insured employee shall do nothing to prejudice 
the Company's right of subrogation herein The 
insured employee shall not discharge any claim 
against any person or entity without the written per-
mission of the Company, and the insured employee 
will fully cooperate with the Company in pursuing the 
Company's rights of subrogation, including, but not 
limited to, providing the Company with papers with 
information in his possession and giving whatever 
testimony may be required 
Any provision in the "limitations" under this plan (except 
any "reduction" provision) which produces any other 
coordination or non-duplication of the benefits under this 
plan and other plans is automatically replaced by the 
'Coordination of Benefits" provision 
CONVERSION PRIVILEGE 
Under the conditions described below, insurance which 
terminated under the previously described Comprehen-
sive Major Medical Benefits, can be converted without 
evidence of insurability to an individual policy 
The eligibility requirements for conversion are 
1 You must be insured under this policy for six consecu-
tive months prior to termination of this policy (This 
requirement will be waived for female employees or 
dependent spouses of male employees who are preg-
nant on the date of termination and conception 
occurred after the effective date of this group policy ) 
ADDENDUM 4 
TRUST SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT 
AND APPLICATION FOR 
GROUP INSURANCE — FLEX-MED PLAN 
/"^ Inter-Mountain 
*2r Employers Trust 
AGREEMENT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE INTERMOUNTAIN EMPLOYERS TRUST 
The uncersigneo Emoiover -eauests that it be approved ana included as a oenenciary under the Inter-Mountain Emoioyers 
Trust ana by this aopucation acQuire for the oenetit or '*s employees, the group insurance oenents descnbed in said ponces. 
The Employer 
1. Acxnowiedges ana agrees that the Trust Declaration or any other written instrument on benaif of the Trust is fully 
bmaing on the emoioyer. 
2. Agrees that the cian of insurance aophcaole to its emoloyees shall be the one orovided by the insurer and aoproved in 
writing oy the insurer ana that no insurance coverage snail be effective until aoproved in writing by the insurer. 
3 Agrees to maxe avaiiaoie to all its present ana future engiole full-time active emoloyees. partners, ana oroonetors. 
worxmg a minimum or 1.000 hours per year, ana their eligible deoenaents ana that participation requirements must 
be met berore insurance can be made erfective. Underwriting ana participation requirements, ana the initial 
parjcioation must be maintained or exceeaed in oraer for coverage to remain in force. 
4. To mane oavroil aecuctions as requirea for the plan or plans of insurance as are appncaole to emoloyees. 
5. U ncerstanas ana agrees that the Trust is not an insurer and has no obligation to pav any claims for benefits. Claims 
for oenents are cavaofe soiely by the insurer issuing the group oolicies to the Trust and in strict accordance with the 
language thereof. 
5. Acxnowiecge that saia emoiover is not and shall not be considered as an agent or representative of saia Trust ana 
that saia Emoioyer snail not reoresent itseif as such. 
7. Agrees that m the event OT withdrawal, cancellation or termination, the Emoioyer rennauisnes any and all interest the 
Emoioyer mav then or thereafter have to any portion of the insurance fund estaolisnea for the benefit of active 
Employers in the Trust. 
A. GENERAL EMPLOYER INFORMATION 
LE3/*L NAMc J r =MPL j v £n 
T^bfer- "POLL/ Th/kr, 
C1TY
 ,
 STA/E, a" fcikXi STREET ADDRESS 338-£sGJ-£cG£bt&A.,Se>.A'-l£6<L<u<A/ UJsjL Sk//// 1*K 
PHONE NO TJ Q U — '3 4- ^ "7 ,RS TAX '-O. NO. 
AREA CODE ( ~ ) T?~Qo3 Z S S ^ 6 J 
BUSINESS TYPE ^CORPORATION Q SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP 
^PARTNERSHIP Q OTHER EXPLAIN: m 
NATURE OF BUSINESS 
SUBSIDIARIES ANO 
BRANCH LOCATIONS 
o 
mtM f A/i\*L 
i 
X* <*u v^q 
IS BUSINESS LOCATED IN RESIDENCE 
a A. 
YES <NO 
OO YOU CARRY WORKMENS COMPENSATION? X Y E S 
a NO 
HOW LONG HAS THIS 
COMPANY BEEN IN BUSINESS*? >£U**A.<ZM f<?C? 
EMPLOYER ADMINISTRATIVE CONTACT PE^SCN 
PHONE NUMBER 
TRATJVE C NTACT PE3WN ^ (cU^ ^Jt T , T L £ \ 
"7 j . ^ / - _ . . ^ 
B. UNDERWRITING REQUIREMENTS 
FLEX-MED PLANS FOR GROUPS OF 5 TO 9 EMPLOYEES 
1. AH eligible employees and their eligible dependents must enroll. Employees covered through oiher sources must 
complete a Waiver of Insurance Form. There must be 100% participation of all eligible employees and dependents 
to remain eligible for coverage under the Trust 
2. See Section 0 for Employer Contribution. 
FLEX-MED PLANS FOR GROUPS OF 10 OR MORE 
1. All eligible emoloyees and their eligible dependents must enroll. Employees covered through other sources must 
comoiete a Waiver or Insurance Form. There must be 75% participation of eiigiole employees and their deoendents 
to remain eligible for coverage under the Trust 
2. See Section 0 for Employer Contribution. 
-1H>/ EXHIBIT a&-^, ft 
ELIGIBILITY 
1. Eligible emotoyees are active full-time emoioyees of the Employer wno work regularly a minimum of 1.000 
hours per year on a regular oasis: An emoioyer/employee reiationsmo must exist ana taxes must be withneid 
from wages. This includes activetv emoioyeo oropnetors. partners, corporate officers and directors. Part-time 
and seasonal emoioyees are NOT eligioie for coverage. Please state: 
A. HEALTH INSURANCE 
1) Total number of Employees 
2) Total numoer not eligible (include waivers) 
3) Total numoer of eligible emoioyees (1—2) 
4) Total numoer of eligible emoioyees enrolling 
5) Percentage of eligible employees enrolling (4-K3) 
UFE INSURANCE (No waivers allowed) 
1) Total numoer of eligible emoiovees 
2) Total numoer of Employees enrolling 
3) Percentage OT eligible employees enrolling (24-1) 
NUMBER OF 
SINGLE 
EMPLOYEES 
u 
NUMBER OF 
EMPLOYEES 
WITH 
OEPENOENTS TOTAL 
JTL 
~3 
- C / 
Previous Carrier History 
A. Name OT previous earner 
B. Date of termination of previous earner 
C^JULESSSXL £~*j 
C. Effective date of coverage of previous earner 
Are any enrolling employees or deoenaems disabled? jsi^o 
If YES. state name, age, date of disaoility and describe disability. 
Q Yes 
JC^L 
TOTAL 
NUMBER OF 
EMPLOYEES 
NUMBER OF 
EMPLOYEES 
WITH 
OEPENOENTS 
•</*°/, ,Z££ 
4. List names of employees or dependents who are pregnant and list their expected delivery date. 
5. Requested effective date 1st day of. » 16th day of 
month year month 
D. PLAN SELECTION 
year 
1. Employer's Contribution (Check one box) 
D The empioyer listed above agrees to contnbute $. .to each employee's benefit package selected 
by the employee, such contnbution to be the same for alt employees. 
D The empioyer listed above agrees to contnbute the amount required to purchase, for each employee, the 
$ deductible plan of insurance. 
• The empioyer listed above agrees to contnbute to each employee's benefit package selected by the employee as 
per the schedule below. 
Class Description 
-' ^ '/£ 
^ 
Amount of 1 
Contnbution 
2. Plan of Insurance 
Each employee may select his or her benefits from the four following plans: 
1. Full Pay Comprenensive Major Medical 
2. $100 Deductible Comprenensive Major Medical 
3. $250 Deductible Comprenensive Major Meoical 
4. $500 Deductible Comprehensive Major Medical 
Each employee may select the following optional nders: (One, both, or none) 
A. Maternity (snail be treated as any other illness under the base plan selected) 
B. Dental 
OPTIONAL PCS CARD 
(Check One) 
D YES we wish PCS 
A NO we do not wish PCS 
PCS can be elected on a 
Group basis only. Not individ-
ually. See Section 3 for parti-
cipation requirements. 
GROUP LIFE, DEPENDENT LIFE AND ACCIDENTAL DEATH AND DISMEMBERMENT 
THIS CCVSZAGc. IS REQUIRED WITH ALL APPLICATIONS FOR COVERAGE UNDER THE TRUST 
PLEASE CHECK BENEFIT OPTIONS YOU RECUE3T (MUST CHECK 1 A. B C or 0: 2 or 3) 
1. E PLAN A D PLAN B D PLAN C • PLAN D 
INSURANCE INSURANCE INSURANCE INSURANCE 
AMOUNT AMCUNT AMOUNT AMOUNT 
(See Grouo Brochure for Plan Description) 
2. $2[ L E V E L P L A N All emoioyees insured far a flat amount of S (5.000 r J minimum required) 
3. • ALTERNATE PLAN 
CLASS oescnipnoN 
MO. 
EUGIBLE 
_____ 
• AMOUNT OF 
UF1 INSURANCE 
* *E3CNTUF€ 
INSURANCE 
PLAN 
'Class must &• oascd on position, years of service, earnings, etc. «mcn preclude morvioua* setection. One class m«? not exee«d the next oy 
more \t\mi\ 2% time* to a maximum of 150.000. 
PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS — All Plans (No Waivers Allowed) 
2 to 4 employees 100% 
5 or more employees 75% 
OTHER GROUP 
Do you presently have group life insurance in force YES & NO D 
Cal Western Life, 2020 L S t . , Sacramento, Calif 9581A 
If YES. name of company 
Submit copy of scnedule 
ACCIDENTAL DEATH AND OISMEMBERMENT AND DEPENDENT GROUP UFE INCLUDED AND IS REOU1RED 
E. E M P L O Y E R S A G R E E M E N T The undersigned Employer, certifies ail the information shown on this 
application and any attachments is correct and complete, and understands that the Insurance Company will rely on 
this information in determining whether or not the enrolling employees may become insured. The Employer 
acknowledges and understands that if any of the information set forth herein is incorrect or constitutes misstatement 
of facts, the Trust may rescind or otherwise terminate without notice, the group policy issued in reliance thereon, and 
there would be no benefits payable under such policies. 
THE PRE-EXISTING CONDITIONS CLAUSE AND THE INELIGIBLE EXPENSES, LIMITATIONS, LIMITED BENE-
FITS AND EXCLUSIONS under the policy have been explained to me and my employees by the writing agent The 
empioyer further agrees to remit to the Trust, ail amounts which become due and understand and acknowledge that 
failure to remit such sums will be considered default in premium payment, and termination of coverage will be 
effective from the day after the end of the term for which premium was paid. 
In witness whereof, the undersigned, by its duly authorized officer, has caused this subscription agreement to be 
executed on the « = Q ^ ? / h f : day of &CZ9&&C7. 19.$?*/ 
a^me of^pmpan^. J ,< y'- ' 
4£ /-*• _. - _ Signature of Employer 
Wtrhng Agent's Signature UCENSE NO. Title 
Effective Date 
Comments 
(Home Office Use Only) 
Approved 8y Oate 
ER-MOUNTAIN EMPLOYERS TRUST 
PLOYEE WORKSHEET — FLEX-MED PLAN 
I NAME 
RESS _ 
ter Paul Fr i er . Inc. rUj&Udmnr\7vkl>V/i4e4wg>l 
300 EaBt 200 South ^ " " m w J | ^ -
/ X \ I liter-Mountain l 
\ffi^ Employers Trust 
re PROPOSED EFFECTIVE DATE November 1 , 198^ 
AGENT. OR .BROKER Mark E. AnderaotwA. H. Austin Belnap <*\ 
Sal t Lake City , Utah 8»l l l l NAME 
C l l r 
HAL INSlfWCTIONS 
ARDINO BILLING 
SfAlE ZIP 
1990 South 11th East. Salt Lake City, Utah 8^105 
"T66-867U ZIP 
1 
"7$ 
TELEPHONE NUMBER SOCIAL sccurtti v NUMOEH 
3rlnl Security 
Number 
9-'<3-39'»5 
?-i£-)SS5 
i'i-92-909f 
)2-fO-5011 
39-50-3615 
32-56-22801 
i'i-6o-009? 
Namt 
Deare, Peter h 
Morton, fionald 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Hi 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
loley, Robert W. 
Lay, Douglas D. 
ttljjJU'gn J-IIUHJH 
Trier, Peter Paul 
Scogglns, Michael 0. 
Vierow, John 0. 
t It tq»-< i
 t 3 ^rtn f. 
S«a 
A±_ 
n_ 
In 
I J _ 
|ll_ 
M 
Onl<> ol Blrlh 
Mo. Day Yr 
1JJ-65 
3 - / . T - ^ 
a??5"3 
o^-^i 
0 * . 
02*5 0 
3 - i - U 
Age 
i| 
# 9 
3i 
# 
1/2 
36 
i'. 
Spouse 
No 
IChtlcf] 
V, 
?^t^/ 
j*u> 
t t o 
o 7 ~ 
6 
£ te #£ 
Totals 
For Home Olllce Use Only-
Date Received 
Life 
Amount 
5Y0VO 
^000 
or, coo 
5~,c>oo 
S,coo 
r,ooo 
5ooo 
gooO 
351000 
B M « 
Plan 
No. 
~3. 
£. 
i^i 
it 
Base Plan 
Premium 
^ff.oa 
4f.o& 
atoo V 
l.l'QQ 
II3.QC 
6&zM 
a$.oo\ 
^%.oo 
Rider A 
Premium 
, • ' > 
/ 
V 
nider 0 
Premium 
is'oo 
ij.oo 
a&.oo 
PCS 
Card 
Prtmlum 
\SL3tf 
\Jft.60 
tlfe.ADAD, 
V*p Life? 
Premium 
/. 3SA 
'/.0>f° 
/.VS 
£-3'S 
/ V^ T 
JL . ?J ' 
/L2-0 
Ell. Date 
No. ol Employees 
Group No. 
With. Deps. 2. 
No. ol Bate Plan$ 
_ / 3 
J3 • 4 3_ 
' i r i 1,11 No.iol Riders : 
v
 , i n ,'• B. A,f. J L I iar 
!,H 
Tolal 
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ADDENDUM 5 
& Employers Trust1 
P 0 30x449 Salt Lake C.ty Utah 34110 | 
FCRM [""] Accition or Change 
P'ease Do Not Leave Anv Questions Unanswerea Uranswerec Cuesticns Will Be 
Returned For Completion 
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3en*»iicufv * FVJII Name 
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^•"t.inonsmo 
S'Nc 1 Are you or your soouse now pregnant9 G Yes 2TNo When due 
2 Are any dependent children over 18 C Yes [>Mo If Yes are they fully dependent on you7 C Yes C No s 
3 Are you or any of your dependents now disaoled and unaoie to perform your normal duties7 C Yes SKNO 
If Yes name l/6r wnat reason how long 
4 Are you or any aecencents eiigiole tor Meaicare7 C Yes Grfslo 
If Yes. name of eligible person 
Are you enrolling your 
eitqible aeoenoems? 
(It Yes comoit i i rest of this section ) 
'JtHQ 
SPCubc — ujst Nam* soouse s Jate 01 oirtn 
Spouse s Employer (Name ana City Location) Is Spouse cbvereo by employer for group insurance7 DYes G No 
1 Spouses Employer . _ _ — , 
2. Insurance company covering Spouse .Policy No 
OTHER 
- rst Name 
Last 
if afferent from tmoioyeei Seianonsnio 
Oate ot 
3irtn 
OTHER 
First Name If afferent from emoioveei I Reiationsmo | Sex 
Oate ot 
3trtn 
1. 5. 
6. 
7. 
4. 8. « » - *^f"»%. 
PLEASE CHECK ONE 
1. Refusal G I am familiar with the group insurance benefits available to me and understand that to participate, it is necessary for 
me to authorize deduction from my pay. I do not wish such authorization. 
2. Waiver G I wish to waive my right to coverage under the Group Health Insurance Policy because I am covered by another source. 
That source is _ 
Name of insurer or ptan 
I understand that I can be subsequently insured for the group insurance benefits only upon presenting satisfactory evidence of 
insurability approved by the insurance company. 
X 
Signature Date 
This is to certify that I am actively at work on a full time basis for the above named employer. I hereby apply for insurance under 
the provisions of the Group Plan for which I am eligible and i authorize any required'deductions from my wages, to pay my 
a a CK 
Medica+-v Life Medical & 
portion of the premium. (Check one box) 
edica+-\ 
Only Life 
/ 
A/^ ^ 
V 
Base Plans - Select One 
1. G FuifService 
2. (3^100 Deauctible 
(Complete Only For FLEX-MED Plan) 
3. D S250 Deductible 
4 D 5500 Deductible 
Riders - Select Either. Both or None 
A. G Maternity 
B GU£^rita! 
I certify that I have made the choice as to whether maternity benefits should or should not be part of my plan and do not hold my 
employer responsible for providing further maternity coverage. C P\ 
^-^^JcW ^<^f', ^V^<^xJ&^ 
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s
€~ » acprconate ocxebi 
Benenciarv 
Adaress 
Name 
P reseni Benenciary 
New Aadress 
Reiationsnio New 3enenc ary 
Old or Present Address 
Relationship 
Elective Date Present Name New Name 
I Withdraw From Plan 
Give Reason 
] Add Dependents 
G»ve Reason 
2 Delete Dependents 
Give Reason 
Other 
Explain 
Additions or Deletions of Dependents must be listed in Dependent Information Section Copies of appropriate documents must 
accomoany this form (Marriage Certificate Divorce Decree Adoption Agreement) 
hereby request that the changes requested above be made 
Signature 
USE THIS SECTION FOR COMMENTS OR FOR ADDITIONAL SPACE FOR THE CHANGES OR ADDITIONS SECTION 
Employer (Name of Firm) . 
Plant Location of Employee (if more than one) 
Date of Fulltime employment ^AL&Jut' ' " 8 T 
Number of full-time - £ y ^ 
i Class (if applicable) Life hours worked per week 
: Does applicant work full time7 J3,Yes D No 
3 
Applicant's occupation Jl 2 • ) ^ " T"*N Annual Salary (if apphcaoie) S 
Date. 
J Plan Life Only D Yes D N d P.EC. Waiver $ 
i »f* Amt Policy No P E.C. Months. 
ADDENDUM 6 
r?cr-i C? SAV^E^T- Pre'ni, ar? pauaole by tne Pciic oi Jer in aavance a; 
tne Czcr,z any ' 5 name Office. The interval for paymen^ of premium snail be 
monthly or annually* as determined by mutual agreement between the Policy 
holder and the Comoany* and may be suosequentiy changed* with appropriate 
adjustment, by mutual agreement. 
SUE SA". The due date of the first premium snail be the Effective Date 
of this Policy* and suosequc?st premiums snail be due on the first day of 
the interval then in effect for the payment of premiums; provided* 
however* that the due date of any premium charged on a pro rata basis in 
accordance with the section entitled "Premium Adjustments" shall be the 
effective date of the change in insurance or premium requiring pro rata 
comcutation. 
GPACE ^ErlwS: A grace period of 01 days beginning with the premium due 
date snail be allowed for the payment of any premium exceot the first. If 
a premium is not paid before the grace period expires* this Policy shall 
automatically terminate at the expiration of the grace period; provided* 
however, that if the Policyholder has given the Company written notice of 
an earlier termination date* in advance of sucn data* this Policy shall 
terminate as of such earlier date. 
Ar*C'JN~" C- acE?*!Ufr: The amount of premium due on any due date shall be 
equal to tne sum of the individual premiums aoplicable to each of the 
persons for whom insurance hereunder is then currently provided. Such 
individual premiums snail be in accordance with the premium rates then in 
effect. 
E>.'"?E CONTRACT: This Policy* the aopiication of the Policyholder, a cooy 
of wnicn is attached* and the written statements* if any* of insured 
persons* constitute the entire contract. 
All statements made by the Policyholder or by the insured persons shall be 
deemed representations_-and- "not warrenties. No statement made by an 
insured person shall avoid insurance or reduce the benefits hereunder 
unless it is contained in a written instrument signed by such person, a 
copy of which is or has been furnished to such person or to his bene-
ficiary. 
MODIFICATION: No change in this Policy shall be valid unless approved by 
an executive of the Company and unless such approve! is evidenced by 
endorsement hereon, or by amendment hereto signed by the Policyholder and 
by an executive officer of the Company. No agent has authority to change 
this Policy or waiver any of its provisions. 
INCONTESTABILITY: This Policy shall be incontestable after two years from 
" :s date of issue except for non-payment of premiums. 4» . 
DATA TO BE PJRNTSHED: The P o l i c y h o l d e r s h a l l f u r n i s h t o t h e Company, when 
and so o f t e n a s t h e Company may r e a s o n a b l y r e q u i r e , a l l i n f o r m a t i o n as may 
be c o n s i d e r e d to have a b e a r i n g on the a d m i n i s t r a t i o n of t h e in surance 
u n d e r t h i s P o l i c y or t h e d e t e r m i n a t i o n of the premium t h e r e o f . 
The Company s h a l l have t h e r i g h t t o i n s p e c t , dur ing normal b u s i n e s s hours , 
t h e P o l i c y h o l d e r ' s p a y r o l l and such o t h e r r e c o r d s o f the P o l i c y h o l d e r , or 
r e c o r d s i n the P o l i c y h o l d e r ' s p o s s e s s i o n which p e r t a i n to t h i s P o l i c y or 
t h e i n s u r n c e prov ided h e r e u n d e r . 
r» r r - r A L EPPCf.: : = I ? - r o r in keeeping r e c o r d s s h a l l n o t i n v a l i d a t e ; 
-• ^^ n - h s r w i s e terminat^'oi*^ 
ADDENDUM 7 
GEM STATE MUTUAL OF UTAH 
376 Z»at 400 South •Suite 309 T.O. Box 449 
Sstt Uke City. UtMh 84110 •(801)321-7164 
Co >0crW vAcdica\ Dnue. 
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u 
TT^F^T 
Cr .-^cnoLii tortus * ^-<£fr<Hl-3 
We are in receipt of a claim for benefits for the above referred patient. 
In order to analyse and expedite this claim* we are in need of additional 
information. Would you "lease provide us with the following information: 
£ 
£ 
£ 
History ar.J . I.ysical 
Operative *.aport 
Date symptom were f i r s t recognized 
which led to seeking medical treatment 
Date of f i r sc treatment by physician 
o t h e r t h ? n y o u ( i f a n y ) ^tmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmt^ 
Kane of reie: 
(if any) 
:g physician 
Copies of the following medical 
records : r>. .vmc^ nHt»c, rfn>ri <M»-^-ft g-lfrg, 
other r ) ' ^ : ."TA^ ^/imm/ym. . TviS-h rfTwfc, 
<f 
Any other additional information relating to this diagnosis through date 
of claim will be appreci-.ee. 
Thank you for your cooperation in 
Sincerely, ^ v 
Claims Adjudicator 
/cb 
providing the needed iiifortaricru 
EXHIBIT NO. /f 
/ 
Gear Policyholder 
We havs received your recently submitted medical claim and 
nav» requested acd;t;cr,al infcrmat.cn from the medical 
pro- ders. V.'e v/iil process ihe claim uccn receipt cf the 
rr.cuested information. 
/cur c:aim. it wcuid be helpful if ycu called ycur 
car a.no asxed them to send the requested 
..^  c.s scon c.s possiO'e. 
Gem Slate Mutual cf Utan 
i c excec 
to* Si 
GEM STATE MUTUAL OF UTA 
376 ZMSI 400 South • Suite 309 • f.O- Bex 449 
SsttUkeClty. UUh 84110 • (001)521-7164 
* 
?0- Bex § 6 ^ 
SIC, Uirth S^IOS 
l-JU-'SU 
te • fiorald fcHm 
r w Die fJare-
We are in receipt of a claim for benefits for the above referred patient. 
In order to analyze and expedite this claim, we are in need of additional 
information. Would you please provide us with the following information: 
/ _ / 
LJ 
n 
History and Physical 
Operative Report . 
Date sfapzauLs were first recognized 
which led to seeking medical treatment 
Date of first treatment by physician 
other than you (if any) 
Name of referring physician 
(if any) fo t-r*/*-
Copies of the following medical 
records: ll-t-fr] 4? ^ ^ff^nf 
* * * 
'M 
Other '"£; *F 
^ 
* % ^
 
Any other additional information relating to this diagnosis through date 
of claim will be appreciated. 
Thank you for your cooperation in providing the needed information. 
Sincerely, 
Date 
Doctor Si 
Dear Policyholder: 
We have received your recently submitted medical claim and 
have requested additional information from the medical 
providers. We wiil process the c:a;m upon receipt of the 
rez^es:ec information. 
To expedite your clam. :t would be helpful :f ycu called your 
mec.'oa; provider ar.o asked them to sena the requested 
meoical records as scon as pcss;oie. 
Thank ycu !or your assistance ana patience. 
Gem Slate Mutual of Utah 
7-A> 
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